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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this research effort is to assist the Defense Nu-

clear Agency (DNA) in their efforts to determine the simulation tools

requirements in support of the Theater Nuclear Force Security and Sur-

vivability (TNFS 2 ) Program. This particular research effort involved

an analysis of existing computer simulations to determine the availa-

bility of suitable simulations that could be used by DNA to evaluate

the effectiveness of security systems and concepts in support of Theater

Nuclear Force (TNF) weapons. The scope of this effort was restricted

to peacetime security operations in the NATO theater of operations, al-

though some consideration was given to the transition period from peace-

time to open hostilities.

Background

A critical requirement imposed on NATO forces is the maintenance

of the security of TNF weapons within NATO at various stages leading up

to, and including, open hostilities between NATO and Warsaw Pact forces.

During peacetime, most weapons are stored at sites that are presumably

known to various adversary groups (Warsaw Pact forces, enemy agents,

terrorist groups, and individual fanatics), and hence are prime targets

for sabotage, pilfering, and disruptive rioting. Transport of TNF wea-

pons during peacetime is also likely through both the initial stockpil-

ing of weapons and the transfer of weapons from one site to another for

logistical or political reasons. Although these movements are generally

conducted in secrecy, intelligent observers can detect abnormal activity

that may indicate preparation for movement. Thus, the security of these

weapons while in transport is particularly sensitive. In crises that

could lead to open hostilities, movement of TNF weapons to dispersed

field storage locations is likely, and this imposes an added burden on
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the NATO forces. During these periods, however, the troops will be in

a high level of alert, and stringent security measures will be in effect.

At the onset of open hostilities, survivability of TNF weapons will be-

come the primary objective, although security will still have to be

maintained.

DNA is responsible for evaluating requirements to ensure that ade-

quate procedures, material, and personnel are provided to maintain the

security of TNF weapons in NATO Europe at the highest level possible.

Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of alternative

procedures, equipment, and personnel allocations as they relate to the

maintenance and enhancement of the security of TNF weapons. One means

of performing these evaluations is through simulation. Simulation analy-

sis is an extremely useful and economical tool for evaluating a broad

range of concepts and alternative systems under a variety of postulated

environments. Thus, it is highly beneficial to DNA to determine the

availability and usefulness of simulations that could be used in their

security systems evaluations.

Method of Approach

The analysis was conducted in essentially four stages. The first

stage involved a review of existing documentation and discussions with

knowledgeable personnel to identify security system requirements in

the protection of TNF weapons, to establish the threat spectrum of con-

cern, and to establish a systematic representation of the kinds of events

to which TNF weapons are subjected from arrival in the theater to their

ultimate disposition.

The second stage of the analysis involved the identification of

performance measures that would provide a quantitative basis for evalu-

ating the effectiveness of existing or postulated security systems and

concepts in maintaining the security of TNF weapons.

The third stage was directed to establishing how simulations could

interface with testing to enhance the overall utility of the TNFS2

Program.
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The fourth stage of the analysis was concerned with the identifica-

tion of simulations that could provide direct support to the TNFS2 Pro-

gram. The effort involved the conduct of a literature search to iden-

tify existing simulations that might be applicable to the support of

the TNFS 2 Program and the subsequent detailed analysis of the selected

simulations to determine their degree of applicability.

The results of the analysis indicated the need for additional simu-

lation development to support the TNFS2 Program. A seven-task program

directed to the future development of simulation tools to support the

TNFS2 Program is recommended.

Security Requirements

The policy guidelines established by the Department of Defense for

the security of nuclear weapons call for security in depth; for compre-

hensive physical and personnel security systems; for the use of every

means available to ensure security (including deadly force if necessary);

for compensatory measures to maintain standards whenever circumstances

mandate waiver or exception to established criteria; and inspections,

surveys, and certifications to ensure compliance. The policy does ex-

plicitly correlate nuclear weapon protection requirements to the threat

existing at any time: An increased threat dictates an increase in se-

curity measures. In this respect, the policy establishes security re-

quirements--over and above mandatory minimum requirements--in proportion

to the threat.

In response to the broad policies and requirements established by

the Office of the Secretary of Defense, standards, criteria, procedures,

and equipment to ensure nuclear weapon security are specified by the

Military Departments and field commands in great detail. The elements

that comprise the current security program and the general nature of

the standards, criteria, and methods provide a basis for assessing how

simulations may be applied to evaluate system improvement. It is to be

expected that the philosophy and principles--and much of the detail--of

the security program as currently promulgated will remain valid despite

future changes in theater nuclear posture.
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The DoD requirements to use every means available to safeguard wea-

pons are explicit. The fact that deadly force is to be used where neces-

sary, including situations where hostages have been taken, is indicative

of the seriousness attached to the security mission. The requirement

for security in depth involves multiple, redundant, and sequential safe-

guards of all kinds. This extends to barrier systems, warning systems,

communication systems, personnel behavioral safeguards, security forces,

and other aspects. The categories of restricted, limited, and exclusion

areas prescribed around nuclear weapons at all times and the graded ac-

cess and human reliability controls applied to these controlled areas

reflects the principle of sequential safeguards in depth. Strict in-

spections, security surveys, and certification of facility, equipment,

transportation adequacy, and personnel proficiency and reliability en-

sure that criteria are met.

Major reliance is placed on physical security means, but in no case

is sole reliance placed on physical security without human backup. There

are careful controls under the Personnel Reliability Program to guard

against aberrant behavior of personnel who may have access to, or knowl-

edge of, nuclear weapons. The two-man concept to protect against incor-

rect or unauthorized procedures is rigidly applied as one means to guard

against both inadvertent and deliberate acts that could degrade weapon

performance. An important aspect of security requirements is the im-

portance attached to correct interpretation of the intent and temper of

any suspected or attempted breach of security. This is necessary to

guard against using excessive force in response to innocent trespassing

or encroachment, but, equally important, it is essential for timely,

adequate response to fast-moving events in an intended forceful breach.

Movement of nuclear weapons is to be kept to the minimum consistent

with operational requirements. Nevertheless, short-distance ground move-

ments and longer-distance air movements are a frequent occurrence. Rou-

tine and emergency procedures, guard forces, movement planning, vehicle

inspection and certification, communications, and other requirements are

spelled out in detail. Presently, the preferred mode of transportation

of nuclear weapons is by air. However, the threat of man-portable
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ground-to-air precision weapons in the hands of terrorist organizations

could conceivably force a shift away from air movement in favor of

ground movement for both short and long hauls. Moreover, in situations

where large numbers of nuclear weapons are dispersed to field storage,

ground movement may be the normal means of transportation if helicopter

resources prove to be inadequate to handle the volume of traffic.

Threat

Under conditions of peace and crisis, threats to the security of

nuclear weapons in Europe and other overseas theaters include both in-

advertent and deliberate actions, and can arise from the actions of

persons who are ostensibly friendly and persons who are openly hostile.

Although there does not appear to be evidence of a significant increase

in subversive activities against military elements by individuals act-

ing alone, there is abundant, well-documented evidence of an increase

in overt and covert actions by organized groups against institutions of

society and government, including military elements. In particular,

the marked upsurge over the past two decades in organized international

and transnational terrorism constitutes a very serious threat to mili-

tary establishments.

There does not seem to be a basis for expecting that this threat

will abate in the near future. It may well increase, especially from

groups that depend on their own resources rather than on support by

sovereign nations. In addition, the Soviet Union clearly has the capa-

bilities to initiate or sponsor forceful actions against nuclear weapons

and forces as priority war targets. The use of special forces or air-

borne forces by the Soviet Union (or other East European countries) in

clandestine operations is a capability that could be seriously detri-

mental.

The extreme political sensitivity attached to nuclear weapon secu-

rity tends to lower the threshold of threat actions that constitute

serious security incidents. Thus a forceful demonstration of capability

to penetrate a nuclear security system, even if not carried to the point

of actual penetration, can be a useful objective for a group seeking a
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political aim and a serious erosion of public confidence in security ef-

fectiveness. Likewise, an action that physically endangers a nuclear

weapon--such as launching a missile against an aircraft or a truck carry-

ing nuclear weapons--might lead to serious political perturbations and

gain a terrorist organization needed publicity on a worldwide scale,

even if no harm to the weapons results. This potential for leveraging

what would be minor threat incidents with most weapons into major threat

incidents when nuclear weapons are involved magnifies the problem facing

the nuclear weapon security system.

By the same token, more serious actions such as damage, detonation,

or capture of a weapon or weapon component can become prime objectives

for terrorist political purposes out of all proportion to the imminent

danger to U.S. national security. If a single action of this kind is

carried out with even limited success, there might well be such severe

political reactions by the United States or its allies that theater nu-

clear force readiness could be reduced by the resulting inhibiting con-

straints. Security system effectiveness must be measured by its ability

to guard against only partially successful breaches and demonstrations

of security weakness as well as more destructive actions.

Whether fanatic or terrorist or military force, the attacker will

depend on surprise, diversion, deception, confusion, ambush, speed, and

shock effect. Enough can be learned by threat organizations about nu-

clear security activities, patterns, storage locations, guard force size,

weapons, and barriers to provide a basis for attack planning and timing.

Modern weapons such as man-portable homing missiles, smoke agents, chemi-

cal agents, and laser guided weapons can be acquired and used.

Performance Measures

The overall objective of the total security system for theater nu-

clear weapons is to maintain the security of the weapons. This includes

not only the protection of theater nuclear weapons from damage, destruc-

tion, or diversion, but also the avoidance of any incidents, whether in-

tended or not, whose direct or indirect effects could have noticeable

political repercussions or could lead to hostile actions. Thus, any
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measure of the overall performance capabilities of a security system

should be directly related to the probability of occurrence of these

events over some broad time span. Due to the nature of the TNFS2 Pro-

gram, which is directed toward improvements in selected aspects of the

present security system, a broad performance measure that covers all

security system functions would most likely be relatively insensitive

to many of the individual improvement options. A more fruitful approach

is to adopt performance measures that address the different functional

aspects of a security system.

Six basic functions of a security system have been identified.

These are dissuasion, detection, assessment, communication, delay, and

neutralization. Dissuasion refers to the deterrent and secrecy aspects

of a security system that reduce the likelihood of an adversary attempt-

ing to breach the system. Detection addresses the function of determin-

ing that a possible breach may be underway. The assessment function in-

volves the analysis of detection information to determine if, indeed,

responsive action is required and, if it is, to determine the proper

response to be taken. The communication function is concerned with in-

forming the security forces (local or back-up) that an adversary action

is taking place or is imminent. The delay function encompasses all

activities that slow or stop an adversary in the performance of his

mission. The neutralization function refers to the actions taken by

the security system in countering an adversary action.

A set of performance measures were identified that would be useful

in evaluating modifications to security systems and concepts or in com-

paring alternative security systems. The table on the next page lists

the selected performance measures for each security system function.

Simulation/Testing Interface

Computer simulations, if properly designed and applied, can be ex-

tremely valuable tools to be used in support of test programs directed

to evaluating the effectiveness of TNF security systems under opera-

tional conditions. The constraints of both Lime and cost impose severe
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Security System
Function Performance Measures

Dissuasion Expectation by an adversary of losses to be incurred

Minimum adversary resource value required to assure a

specified probability of success

Probability that an adversary has timely knowledge of a

weapon storage location (storage case)

Probability that an adversary has timely knowledge of

movement events (movement case)

Detection Cumulative probability of initial detection as a function

3f penetration distance remaining (storage case)

Cumulative probability of detection as a function of time

prior to an imminent confrontation (movement case)

False alarm rate

Assessment Assessment delay time

Probability of making a correct assessment

False alert rate

Nuisance alarm rate

Communication Communication delay time

Probability that the minimum required information is

received

Delay Penetration delay times

Neutralization Cumulative probability of adversary penetration as function
of depth of penetration

Probability that a weapon is destroyed

Probability that a weapon is damaged

Probability that a weapon is stolen

Probability that classified information is obtained

Probability of using excess force against inadvertent or

peaceful intruders

Probability that an aircraft transporting the weapons survives

to its destination

Probability that an aircraft transporting the weapons makes

a successful forced landing

8



limitations on the amount and scope of testing that can be conducted.

Furthermore, certain facets of security system operations are untestable

due to safety considerations. With proper planning, simulations can

expand the scope and depth of the evaluation process in addition to pro-

viding valuable insights for use in test planning. Testing, on the

other hand, can enhance the credibility of simulation outputs by provid-

ing near-real-life results that can be used for simulation validation

and/or calibration. Thus, simulation and testing can interact synergis-

tically with one another to provide for a broad-based, efficient evalua-

tion program.

The interface between simulation and testing can take many forms,

depending on the level of testing, the simulation credibility and com-

plexity, the attitudes of the test planners and analysts toward simula-

tions, plus many other factors. The figure on the next page illustrates

one representative interface for a system (equipment, personnel, and

procedures) that is either in existence or at least adequately designed

to be configured for system testing.

There are several important characteristics that simulations should

possess in order to be of useful assistance in the conduct of a testing

program. These are as follows:

Completeness--Simulations must adequately cover the broad
range of possible confrontation situations and address
each of the measurable security system functions.

Dual complexity--It is desirable to have available simula-
tions of two different levels of complexity: a set of
relatively aggregated simulations, and a set of detailed
simulations.

* Modularity--The demand for change and improvement mandates
that distinct functions be isolated, if possible, in sepa-
rate programming modules.

6 Test compatibility--Simulation inputs and outputs must be

compatible with test parameters.

* Machine dependence--Simulations in support of a large test
program should be programmed in a universal language and
not be burdened with any machine-dependent operations.

* Usability--Simulations must be capable of near-real-time
support during the test phase of a test program.

9
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Availability of Simulation Tools

A literature search was conducted to identify those simulations

that might be applicable for use in support of the TNFS2 Program. An

initial screening of over 1,100 report abstracts and subsequent activ-

ity resulted in identifying 129 reports that appeared directly relevant.

A cursory review of these reports led to the identification of 41 simu-

lations as possible candidates. These were subjected to a more detailed

analysis, and the following ten simulations that sufficiently address

the security system evaluation problem were identified:

* Pathfinding Codes (Sandia Laboratories)--The Pathfinding

Codes are a set of computer codes used to establish opti-
mum paths for adversaries to follow in covert sabotage,
control, or theft attempts against fixed nuclear sites.

* EASI (Sandia Laboratories)--The Estimate of Adversary Se-
quence Interruption (EASI) simulation is an aggregated,

analytic simulation that pcovides an estimate of the secu-
rity system's capability to interrupt an adversary's at-

tempt to sabotage or steal nuclear material at a fixed
nuclear site. "Interruption" refers to a response force

arriving at the adversary's terminal point [location of
nuclear material (weapons) for sabotage and site exit

point for theft] prior to the adversary's arrival there.

* FESEM (Sandia Laboratories)--The Forcible Entry Safeguards
Effectiveness Model (FESEM) is a combined time-stepped,
event-sequenced Monte Carlo simulation designed to evaluate

the effectiveness of a security system against covert at-

tempts by an adversary force to sabotage or steal nuclear

material (weapons) from a fixed nuclear site.

* VISA (Science Applications, Inc.)--Vulnerability of Inte-
grated Safeguards Analysis (VISA) is an evaluation method

that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of fixed-

site security systems against hostile encounters, both

overt and covert.

* Schaffer's Ambush Model (Naval Postgraduate School)--The
Schaffer Ambush Model is a mixed Lanchester linear/square-

law attrition simulation that is representative of the
many Lanchester-type simulations that could be used to

evaluate the outcomes of transport vehicle ambushes.

* SOURCE (Sandia Laboratories)--The SOURCE code is a time-
stepped Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the initial

stages of an ambush of a nuclear material transport con-

voy. This simulation considers the effects of the ambush-

er's fire, but does not simulate return fire from the

convoy personnel.

11
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0 SABRES (Sandia Laboratories)--The SABRES code is a time-

stepped Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the outcomes
of engagements between attackers and defenders after a

transport vehicle has been stopped. This simulation,
developed to analyze the combat activities following the
initial stages of an ambush, is used in conjunction with
the SOURCE code to analyze the complete ambush confronta-

tion.

* TSEM (The BDM Corporation)--The Transportation Safeguards
Effectiveness Model (TSEM) is a simulation designed to
evaluate the outcomes of ambush attempts by an adversary
force against a defended ground transport convoy carrying
critical cargo such as special nuclear material.

0 PENAIR (Naval Postgraduate School)--The PENAIR simulation
is a time-stepped stochastic simulation developed to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of alternative defensive tactics for
an unarmed aircraft while overflying hostile terrain.

0 Armed Escort Model (Electronics Associates, Inc.)--The Armed
Escort Model is a time-stepped, Monte Carlo simulation de-
signed to evaluate the effectiveness of an armed escort
helicopter in protecting a formation of troop carrying heli-
copters against a single ground weapon, where the ground
weapon is located in near proximity.to the lift aircraft's
landing zone.

These simulations were analyzed in greater detail, using the six

simulation characteristics (completeness, dual complexity, modularity,

test compatibility, machine independence, and usability) as guidelines.

Based on the results of this research effort, there are a number

of conclusions that can be drawn with respect to the availability of

simulation tools that would be directly applicable to the TNFS2 Program.

Some of these hold in general, while others are directed specifically

to Fixed Site Simulations, Ground Transport Simulations, or Air Trans-

port Simulations. These conclusions are as follows:

General

- Simulations developed for purposes other than security
system evaluation are not, in general, easily adaptable
for the purpose of security system evaluation.

- Simulations developed for the purpose of security system
evaluation do provide an adequate base of departure for
the development of TNF security system evaluation simula-
tions.

12



- The simulations reviewed are directed to a single-weapon
status state (fixed site, ground transport, or air trans-
port) and thus do not address the transitional operations
involved in going from one state to another.

- For the purposes of the TNFS 2 Program, a significant
amount of simulation development activity will be required,
especially if the Dual-Complexity characteristic is desired.

- Sandia Laboratories has amassed a broad security system
data base that will be of use for the TNFS 2 Program. Users,
though, should be knowledgeable as to the existing data
voids.

* Fixed Site Simulations

- The Forcible Entry Safeguards Effectiveness Model (FESEM)
developed by Sandia Laboratories is one simulation that
is directly applicable to TNF security system evaluation.
Some modification and expansion will be required. The
program uses the FORTRAN-based GASP-IV simulation lan-
guage, which may pose some minor problems in transferral
to an alternate computer system.

- The VISA methodology developed by Science Applications,
Inc. provides an alternative approach to FESEM. This
would also require some modification for TNF security
system evaluation purposes. A network simulation program
utilizes the FORTRAN-based Q-GERT queueing network simu-
lation language, which could pose problems.

- Desirable features of both FESEM and VISA could be com-
bined to provide an initial baseline simulation from
which to build for TNF security system evaluation purposes.

- Sandia Laboratories' aggregated model EASI (Estimate of
Adversary Sequence Interruption) is too aggregated even
for use as an aggregated simulation in support of the
TNFS2 Program. Furthermore, it does not consider the
neutralization function.

- None of the fixed-site simulations reviewed address the
problem of false detections and false alarms.

- None of the detailed or aggregated infantry combat simu-
lations surveyed appear to be directly useful for fixed-
site security system evaluations.

Ground Transport Simulations

- The SOURCE/SABRES simulation combination developed by

Sandia Laboratories is one set of simulations that is
directly applicable to TNF security system evaluation,

although some modification and expansion will be re-
quired.

13
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The TSEM (Transportation Safeguards Effectiveness Model)

developed for Sandia Laboratories by the BDM Corporation

is another simulation directly applicable to TNF secu-

rity system evaluation requirements. Some modification
will also be required.

Most of the infantry combat simulations do not appear

directly applicable for the TNFS
2 Program requirements.

The SABRES and TSEM simulations make use of some of the

better subroutines of these combat simulations.

As an aggregated simulation, Schaffer's Ambush Model may

be useful for TNF security system evaluation purposes.

However, it would have to be broadly expanded for this

purpose.

Air Transport Simulations

- No adequate simulation was uncovered that would be directly

applicable for this case.

- Most air-oriented simulations either are one-on-one simu-
lations for evaluating air defense weapon effectiveness
against fixed and rotary wing aircraft or are simulations
for evaluating the effectiveness of attack helicopters in

support of ground combat operations. However, some se-

lected subroutines may be of use in the development of an
air transport simulation for use in the TNFS2 Program.

Future Simulation Tools Development Program

Based on the results of the analysis, a seven-task simulation de-

velopment program has been outlined. The first task is to establish a

detailed plan for the development of the appropriate simulation tools to

support the TNFS2 Program. The second task is directed to all the activi-

ties required to provide technical management in the conduct of the simu-

lation tools development program. The remaining five tasks are devoted

to the actual development of the simulation tools and are broken down as

follows: Fixed Site Simulation Development, Ground Transport Simulation

Development, Air Transport Simulation Development, Transitional Opera-

tions Simulation Development, and Data Base Maintenance. The following

figure indicates the interrelationship among these tasks.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this research effort was to assist Defense Nuclear

Agency (DNA) in its efforts to determine the simulation tools require-

ments in support of the Theater Nuclear Force Security and Survivability
(TNFS2) Program. This research effort involved an analysis of existing

computer simulations to determine the availability of suitable simula-

tions that could be used by DNA to evaluate the effectiveness of secu-

rity systems and concepts in support of Theater Nuclear Force (TNF)

weapons. The scope of this effort was restricted to peacetime security

operations in the NATO theater of operations, although some consideration

was given to the transition period from peacetime to open hostilities.

1.2 Background

A critical requirement imposed on NATO forces is the maintenance of

the security of TNF weapons within NATO at various stages leading up to,

and including, open hostilities between NATO and Warsaw Pact forces.

During peacetime, most weapons are stored at sites that are presumably

known to various adversary groups (Warsaw Pact forces, enemy agents,

terrorist groups, and individual fanatics), and hence are prime targets

for sabotage, pilfering, and disruptive rioting. Transport of TNF

weapons during peacetime is also likely for the purpose of initial stock-

piling of weapons and also for the transfer of weapons from one site to

another for logistical or political reasons. Although these movements

are generally conducted under secrecy, intelligent observers can detect

abnormal activity that may indicate preparation for movement. Thus, the

security of these weapons while in transport is particularly sensitive.

In crises that could lead to open hostilities, movement of TNF weapons
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to dispersed field storage locations is likely, and this imposes an added

burden on the NATO forces. During these periods, however, the troops

would be in a high level of alert and stringent security measures would

be in effect. At the onset of open hostilities, survivability of TNF

weapons would become the primary objective, although security would

still have to be maintained.

DNA is responsible for evaluating requirements designed to ensure

that adequate procedures, material, and personnel are provided to main-

tain the security of TNF weapons in NATO Europe. Therefore, it is neces-

sary to evaluate the effectiveness of alternative procedures, equipment,

and personnel allocations as they relate to the maintenance and enhance-

ment of the security of TNF weapons. One means of performing these

evaluations is through simulation. Simulation analysis is an extremely

useful and economical tool for evaluating a broad range of concepts and

alternative systems under a variety of postulated environments. Thus,

it is highly beneficial to DNA to determine the availability and useful-

ness of simulations that could be used in their security systems evalua-

tions.

1.3 Method of Approach

The analysis was conducted in essentially four stages. The first

stage involved a review of existing documentation and discussions with

knowledgeable personnel to identify security system requirements in the

protection of TNF weapons, to establish the threat spectrum of concern,

and to establish a systematic representation of the kinds of events to

which TNF weapons are subjected from arrival in the theater to their

ultimate disposition. The results of this stage of the analysis are

presented in Section 2 of this report.

The second stage of the analysis involved the identification of

performance measures that would provide a quantitative basis for evalu-

ating the effectiveness of existing or postulated security systems and

concepts in maintaining the security of TNF weapons. The results of

this stage of the analysis are presented in Section 3.
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The third stage was directed to establishing how simulations could

interface with testing to enhance the overall utility of the TNFS 2 Pro-

gram. The results of this stage of the analysis are presented in Sec-

tion 4.

The fourth stage of the analysis was concerned with the identifi-

cation of simulations that could provide direct support to the TNFS
2

Program. The effort involved the conduct of a literature search to iden-

tify existing simulations that might be applicable to the support of the

TNFS2 Program and the subsequent detailed analysis of the selected simu-

lations to determine their degree of applicability. The results of this

stage are presented in Section 5.

Section 6 concludes this report with a description of a proposed

program for future development of simulation tools to support 
the TNFS2

Program.

1.4 Summary of Results

1.4.1 Security Requirements and Threat

The results of the analysis indicate the existence of stringent re-

quirements on the security of TNF weapons. The guidelines call for se-

curity in depth, comprehensive physical and personnel security systems,

use of deadly force if necessary, and frequent inspections, surveys, and

certifications to ensure compliance. The threat spectrum extends from

feints and demonstration probes to military assaults against nuclear

weapons in storage or in transit by small to large groups of fanatics,

terrorists, or military forces. Attackers will use whatever means are

available to achieve their objective, capitalizing on surprise, diver-

sion, deception, confusion, ambush, speed and shock effect. The threat

objectives range from peaceful demonstrations and disorderly disruptions

on up through hostile attempts at sabotage or theft.

1.4.2 Performance Measures

The overall objective of a security system for theater nuclear wea-

pons not only includes the protection of these weapons from damage,
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destruction, or diversion, but also the avoidance of any incidents, in-

tended or not, whose direct or indirect effects could have noticeable

political repercussions or could lead to hostile actions. Because of

the diverse nature of these possible situations that could result in a

nuclear accident or incident, the establishment of a single, broad per-

formance measure to be used in evaluating and comparing effectiveness of

security systems and improvements thereto would not prove fruitful in

the long run. A more useful approach is to adopt performance measures

that address the different functional aspects of a security system, repre-

sented by dissuasion, detection, assessment, communication, delay, and

neutralization. This is particularly advantageous in supporting a test

program where many of the tests would fall totally within the jurisdic-

tion of a single functional area. Furthermore, more aggregated perfor-

mance measures, if required, could be obtained from the functional area

performance measures by relatively simple algebraic or probabilistic com-

putations.

1.4.3 Simulation/Testing Interface

Computer simulations, if properly designed and applied, can be ex-

tremely valuable tools to be used in support of test programs directed

at evaluating the effectiveness of TNF security systems under operational

conditions. The constraints of both time and cost impose severe limita-

tions on the amount and scope of testing that can be conducted. Further-

more, certain facets of security system operations are untestable due to

safety considerations. With proper planning, simulations can expand the

scope and depth of the evaluation process in addition to providing valu-

able insights for use in test planning. Testing, on the other hand, can

enhance the credibility of simulation outputs by providing near-real-

life results that can be used for simulation validation and/or calibra-

tion. Thus, simulation and testing can interact synergistically with

one another to provide for a broad-based, efficient evaluation program.

In order to be of useful assistance in the conduct of a testing program,

simulations should possess the characteristics of completeness, modular-

ity, test compatibility, machine independence, and usability. To satisfy
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the completeness characteristic, a single simulation covering all the

confrontation situations for weapons at fixed sites, in ground transport,

in air transport, or in transition between two of these weapon status

states would probably be so large as to violate the usability character-

istic. Thus, it is likely that a set of simulations, each covering one

of the weapon status state conditions, would prove more efficient in the

long run. An additional desirable, though not necessary, characteristic

is dual complexity, which refers to the availability of an aggregated

and a detailed simulation for each functional area.

1.4.4 Availability of Simulation Tools

A literature search was conducted to identify those simulations

that might be applicable for use in support of the TNFS 2 Program. Over

1100 abstracts were identified and an initial screening of these ab-

stracts resulted in the obtaining of 129 reports that appeared relevant

to the purposes of this analysis. A cursory review of these reports re-

sulted in the identification of 41 simulations that could have direct

applicability. These were reviewed in more depth and ten simulations

were determined to have some direct application in providing support to

the test program. These were grouped into three sets (fixed site simu-

lations, ground transport simulations, and air transport simulations)

and subjected to detailed analysis. No simulation appeared to directly

address any of the transitional operations. The results of this analy-

sis led to the following general conclusions:

" Simulations developed for purposes other than security sys-
tem evaluation are not, in general, easily adaptable for
the purpose of security system evaluation.

*Simulations developed for the purpose of security system

evaluation do provide an adequate base for the development
of TNF security system evaluation simulations.

" The simulations reviewed are directed to a single weapon
status state (fixed site, ground transport, or air trans-
port) and thus do not address the transitional operations
involved in going from one state to another.

" For the purposes of the TNFS2 Program, a significant
amount of simulation development activity will be required.
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0 Sandia Laboratories has amassed a broad security system
data base that will be of use for the TNFS 2 Program.

* Fixed site and ground transport simulations are available
that can be built upon to satisfy the requirements for
support to the TNFS 2 Program.

0 No adequate air transport simulation was uncovered that
would have direct applicability to the requirements for
support to the TNFS 2 Program.

1.4.5 Future Simulation Tools Development Program

Based on the results of the analysis, a seven-task simulation de-

velopment program has been outlined. The first task is to establish a

detailed plan for the development of the appropriate simulation tools to

support the TNFS 2 Program. The second task is directed to all the ac-

tivities required to provide technical management in the conduct of the

simulation tools development program. The remaining five tasks are de-

voted to the actual development of the simulation tools and are broken

down as follows: Fixed Site Simulation Development, Ground Transport

Simulation Development, Air Transport Simulation Development, Transi-

tional Operations Simulation Development, and Data Base Maintenance.
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SECTION 2

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS, THREAT, AND NUCLEAR WEAPON EVENTS

2.1 Security

The policy guidelines established by the Department of Defense for

the security of nuclear weapons call for security in depth; for compre-

hensive physical and personnel security systems; for the use of every

means available to ensure security (including deadly force if necessary);

for compensatory measures to maintain standards whenever circumstances

mandate waiver or exception to established criteria; and inspections,

surveys, and certifications to ensure compliance. The policy does ex-

plicitly correlate nuclear weapon protection requirements with the threat

existing at any time: An increased threat dictates an increase in secu-

rity measures. In this respect, the policy establishes security require-

ments--over and above mandatory minimum requirements--in proportion to

the threat.

In response to the broad policies and requirements established by

the Office of the Secretary of Defense, standards, criteria, procedures,

and equipment to ensure nuclear weapon security are specified by the

Military Departments and field commands in great detail. It is, of

course, not necessary to draw upon all of this detail to derive security

system performance measures and simulation requirements. The elements

that comprise the current security program and the general nature of the

standards, criteria, and methods do, however, provide a basis for assess-

ing how simulations may be applied to evaluate system improvement. It

is to be expected that the philosophy and principles--and much of the

detail--of the security program as currently promulgated will remain

valid despite future changes in theater nuclear posture.

References I through 24 (listed at the end of this report) provided
most of the background material for this section. Although some addi-
tional classified references were consulted in order to obtain a com-

plete understanding of nuclear weapons security operations, no classi-
fied material was used in preparing the material appearing in this report.
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The following characteristics of the current security program are

particularly noteworthy:

" The requirement for security in depth involves multiple, re-
dundant, and sequential safeguards of all kinds. This ex-

tends to barrier systems, warning systems, communication
systems, personnel behavioral safeguards, security forces,
and other aspects. The categories of restricted, limited,
and exclusion areas prescribed around nuclear weapons at
all times" and the graded access and human reliability con-
trols applied to these controlled areas reflects the
principle of sequential safeguards in depth.

* There are careful controls under the Personnel Reliability
Program to guard against aberrant behavior of personnel who
may have access to or knowledge of nuclear weapons. This
starts with selection and training of entry personnel and
is continued thereafter for all persons associated with or
influencing nuclear weapon security. Despite this carefully
structured system, there may be difficulties in motivating
guard personnel.

* Strict inspections, security surveys, and certification of

facility, equipment, transportation adequacy, and personnel
proficiency and reliability ensure that criteria are met,

and also provide one means of measuring the effectiveness
of the existing system.

• The system explicitly guards against both inadvertent and
intended breaches of security. The two-man concept to pro-
tect against incorrect or unauthorized procedures is rigidly
applied as one means to guard against both inadvertent and
deliberate acts that could degrade weapon performance.
Other controls of the human element include control of tech-
nical knowledge of and access to nuclear weapons.

* The concept of continuous U.S. custody is strictly adhered
to up to the time possession is transferred to designated
non-U.S. delivery units in accordance with Presidential

authorization. Continuous accountability as to disposition
is maintained even after transfer to custody and possession.

* Major reliance is placed on physical security means, but in
no case is sole reliance placed on physical security without
human backup. When physical barriers are impractical, other
means with comparable effectiveness must be used. Permissive

action links (PAL) function as a command-control element to
ensure Presidential control of weapons, but they also can
serve as a last-ditch physical barrier, thus adding to security.

Even during movement an exclusion area around nuclear weapons is main-
tained.
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" Security requirements now extend to protection from electro-
magnetic radiation environments that could affect physical
security equipment and nuclear weapons themselves. Increased
concerns about Soviet and Warsaw Pact electronic warfare capa-
bilities add to the importance of guarding aginst this threat
to security.

* Survivability, security, and reliability of control and com-
mun-cations systems supporting theater nuclear forces have

also been subjects of concern in recent years. Communication
system requirements are established for all echelons down to

storage sites and for the movement of weapons.

* Movement of nuclear weapons is to be kept to the minimum con-
sistent with operational requirements. Nevertheless, short-
distance ground movements and longer-distance air movements

are a frequent occurrence. Routine and emergency prbcedures,
guard forces, movement planning, vehicle inspection and certi-
fication, communications, and other requirements are spelled
out in detail.

* Presently, the preferred mode of transportation of nuclear
weapons is by air. However, the threat of man-portable
ground-to-air precision weapons in the hands of terrorist
organizations could conceivably force a shift away from air

movement in favor of ground movement for both short and long
hauls. Moreover, in situations where large numbers of nu-
clear weapons are dispersed to field storage, ground move-
ment may be the normal means of transportation if heli-
copter resources prove to be inadequate to handle the
volume of traffic.

The DoD requirements to use every means available to safe-

guard weapons are explicit. The fact that deadly force is

to be used where necessary, including situations where hos-

tages have been taken, is indicative of the seriousness at-

tached to the security mission. This policy, if known to

terrorist groups, could be an important deterrent to terror-

ist actions that depend for success upon the taking of hos-

tages. DoD requirements also call for emergency evacuation
or emergency destruction capability where protective measures
fail.

* Actions to be followed in case of nuclear accident or inci-

dent are specified in considerable detail under the Nuclear

Accident and Incident Control (NAIC) Program. The accidents

and incidents of concern include those that happen inadver-

tently and those caused deliberately. Breaches of security

and attempted breaches are themselves defined as accidents

or significant incidents. Since nuclear accidents and inci-

dents immediately interrupt the normal sequence of weapon

events, the possibility arises that a minor incident might
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intentionally be created in order to set the stage for a more
serious follow-up action by a hostile group.

* Although the basic principles of full security continue to
apply under combat conditions, requirements take into account
the different perspectives that apply in wartime. In par-
ticular, there is a clear differentiation between require-
ments pertaining to logistical movement of nuclear weapons
and movement in a tactical environment. Commanders are al-
lowed to deviate from requirements as necessary to conform
to the tactical environment.

" An important aspect of security requirements is the impor-
tance attached to correct interpretation of the intent and
temper of any suspected or attempted breach of security.
This is necessary to guard against using excessive force in
response to innocent trespassing or encroachment, but equally
important, is essential for timely, adequate response to
fast-moving events in an intended forceful breach.

2.2 Threat

Under conditions of peace and crisis, threats to the security of

nuclear weapons in Europe and other overseas theaters include both inad-

vertent and deliberate actions, and can arise from the actions of persons

who are ostensibly friendly and persons who are openly hostile. Although

there does not appear to be evidence of a significant increase in sub-

versive activities against military elements by individuals acting alone,

there is abundant, well-documented evidence of an increase in overt and

covert actions by organized groups against institutions of society and

government, including military elements. In particular, the marked up-

surge over the past two decades in organized international and transna-

tional terrorism constitutes a very serious threat to military establish-

ments.

There does not seem to be a basis for expecting that this threat

will abate in the near future. It may well increase, especially from

groups that depend on their own resources rather than on support by sov-

ereign nations. In addition, the Soviet Union clearly has the capabili-

ties to initiate or sponsor forceful actions against nuclear weapons and

forces. It is known that Soviet tactics specifically include nuclear

weapons and forces as priority war targets. The use of special forces
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or airborne forces by the Soviet Union (or other East European coun-

tries) in clandestine operations is a capability that could be seri-

ously detrimental.

The individuals and organizations that can constitute threats in

peacetime and crises include:

" Psychologically or emotionally disturbed individuals assigned
to nuclear weapon duties.

* Individual fanatics, with political leanings either to the
right or the left.

* Overt political antinuclear and antimilitary dissident
groups.

* Organized crime and other criminal elements.

* Radical national political groups.

* International and transnational terrorist organizations.

* Military forces of a disaffected ally or insurgent military
forces of a loyal ally.

* Intelligence organizations of adversary nations.

* Adversary special forces.

* Adversary air, airborne, and air assault military forces.

The actions these threat elements might take against nuclear weapons

range from overt nondestructive demonstrations (such as by dissident

political groups) to covert destructive and nondestructive actions of

many kinds, to direct surprise assaults. The threat objectives can be

nonviolent and nondestructive or can be destructive and violent, includ-

ing the taking of hostages. Objectives can encompass any one or combi-

nation of the following:

* Hoax.

* Publicity for a political cause.

* Political embarrassment of the United States or its allies.

* Ransom for a political purpose.

* Ransom for money.

* Revenge.

* Espionage.
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* Sabotage.

* Acquisition for use in future terrorist action.

" Takeover by an ally for political purpose or for unilateral

military use by its forces in conflict.

" Direct military action by an enemy as the prelude to hostili-

ties.

The extreme political sensitivity attached to nuclear weapon secu-

rity tends to lower the threshold of threat actions that constitute

serious security incidents. Thus a forceful demonstration of capability

to penetrate a nuclear security system, even if not carried to the point

of actual penetration, can be a useful objective for a group seeking a

political aim and a serious erosion of public confidence in security

effectiveness. Likewise, an action that physically endangers a nuclear

weapon--such as launching a missile against an aircraft or a truck carry-

ing nuclear weapons--might lead to serious political perturbations and

gain a terrorist organization needed publicity on a worldwide scale, even

if no harm to the weapons results. This potential for leveraging what

would be minor threat incidents with most weapons into major threat inci-

dents when nuclear weapons are involved magnifies the problem facing the

nuclear weapon security system.

By the same token, more serious actions such as damage, detonation,

or capture of a weapon or weapon component can become prime objectives

for terrorist political purposes out of all proportion to the imminent

danger to U.S. national security. If a single action of this kind is

carried out with even limited success, there might well be such severe

political reactions by the United States or 2.ts allies that theater nu-

clear force readiness could be reduced by the resulting inhibiting con-

straints. Security system effectiveness must be measured by its ability

to guard against only partially successful breaches and demonstrations

of security weakness as well as more destructive actions.

At the other end of the spectrum of peacetime and crisis security

threats are military or paramilitary operations on a larger scale in-

tended to influence the political climate or to degrade U.S. national

security. Soviet attention to the offensive and to the importance of
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decisive initiative in attacking enemy nuclear weapon systems indicates

that the peacetime security system may have to cope as the first line of

defense against a surprise airborne and airmobile assault immediately

preceding overt hostilities.

Whether fanatic or terrorist or military force, the attacker will

depend on surprise, diversion, deception, confusion, ambush, speed, and

shock effect. Enough can be learned by threat organizations about nu-

clear security activities, patterns, storage locations, guard force

size, weapons, and barriers to provide a basis for attack planning and

timing. Modern weapons such as man-portable homing missiles, smoke agents,

chemical agents, and laser guided weapons can be acquired and used.

In summary, the threat spectrum extends from deints and demonstra-

tion probes to military assaults against nuclear weapons in storage or

in transit. The likelihood, and the impact if initiated, of any of

these threat actions is serious enough that the security system (aug-

mented as necessary) must show itself able to protect weapons against

the full spectrum without sactificing readiness. By testing and measur-

ing the security system, its effectiveness can be established and the

confidence of political and military authorities in the system maintained.

2.3 Nuclear Weapon Events

To facilitate development of performance measures and provide a

framework for considering the utility of simulations, the kinds of events

to which nuclear weapons are subjected from arrival in theater to disposi-

tion are listed in Table 2.1. Table 2.1 also liss events that relate to

nuclear storage sites rather than to the weapons themselves. These events

can have an impact on the security of nuclear weapons. Since there can

be wide variations in the particular circumstances under which each of

the listed events occurs, further detailing of events will be necessary

for assessing the utility of candidate simulations.

Flowcharts showing the sequence of weapon events from Table 2.1 are

presented in Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. Figure 2.1 depicts weapon move-

ment event sequences that may occur during the normal in-theater lifetime
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Table 2.1

IN-THEATER NUCLEAR WEAPON EVENT CATEGORIES

A. Aircraft Transportation Events

Al On-loading operations

A2 Air movement (into theater airbase from CONUS or another
theater, within theater to another airbase, or out to CONUS
or another theater)

A3 Airbase arrival and off-loading operations

A4 Weapon reception activities (including inventory and inspec-

tion) at airbase

A5 Local Movement on airbase

A6 Temporary in-transit storage at airbase

B. Helicopter Transportation Events

Bl On-loading operations

B2 Air movement

B3 Heliport arrival and off-loading operations

B4 Weapon reception activities at heliport

C. Ground Transportation Events

Cl On-loading operations

C2 Ground movement

C3 Arrival at destination and off-loading operations

C4 Weapon reception activities at destination (storage location,
heliport, or airbase)

D. Storage Events

DI Local movement on site

D2 Temporary storage ouLside protected storage structures At

fixed sites

D3 Storage in protected storage structures at fixed or quick-

reaction alert (QRA) site
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Table 2.1 (Concluded)

D. Storage Events (continued)

D4 Field storage at a NATO atomic supply point (NASP) or a
special ammunition supply point (SASP)*

D5 Field storage at non-QRA delivery unit

D6 Field storage on QRA aircraft or Pershing missile

D7 Weapon maintenance activities

D8 Preparation for weapon employment

D9 Weapon expenditure

E. Nuclear Incident and Accident Events

Elmi Minor incident

Elsi Significant incident

Elac Accident

Elwr War risk accident

E2 Initial inspection

E3 Movement interruption (aircraft or helicopter landing,
ground convoy halt)

E4 Off-loading and temporary storage

E5 Detailed inspection and remedial actions, including local
security measures

E6 Disposition action (other than emergency destruction)

E7 Emergency destruction

F. Non-Weapon Site-Related Events

Fl Site visits by military and government personnel

F2 Site access by civilian maintenance personnel

F3 Site non-weapon maintenance and repair activities

F4 Site construction and upgrading activities

F5 Site participation in training exercises involving external
units

F6 Site participation in nonweapon training not involving
external units

NASP and SASP are essentially synonomous terms for a field storage loca-
tion (FSL) operated by an ordnance direct support unit. It is usually
fully mobile, but may be semimobile. An FSL is any nonpermanent, non-
fixed storage location to which nuclear weapons are dispersed under
tactical conditions from fixed storage sites.
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FROM ANY EVENT FROM EVENT BOXES
BOX EXCEPT
A22, ,OC2A.B2, OR C2

MAJOR SIGNIFICANT ACCIDENT WAR RISK MINOR SIGNIFICANT ACCIDENT WAR RISK
INCIDENT ACCIDENT INCIDENT INCIDENT ACCIDENT
Elmi Elsi Elc Elwr Elmi Elsi Elac Elwr

IF AIR
INITIAL INSPECTION IF GROUND MOVEMENT

E2 MOVEMENT

INITIAL
INSPECTION

E2

MOVEMENT

INTERRUPTION

E3

OFF-LOADING
AND TEMPORARY

STORAGE4

E5 l

THAN EMERGENCY DESTRUCTIONI (IF REQUIRED)
E6 E7

FIGURE 2-3 NUCLEAR ACCIDENT AND INCIDENT EVENT SEQUENCES
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of weapons. Many of the event sequences are, of course, repetitive.

Figure 2.2 depicts normal sequences of events that occur while weapons

are at fixed or field storage locations, including preparation for em-

ployment and expenditure of weapons in combat. Figure 2.3 depicts event

sequences that arise whenever a nuclear accident or incident occurs.

These represent abnormal temporary diversions that interrupt the normal

progression of events shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. An accident or inci-

dent could occur while any of the events in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 is in

process. Any actual or attempted penetration or other unexpected degrada-

tion of nuclear weapon security is classed as, at least, a "nuclear weapon

significant incident" (Event Elsi). If the event results in certain more

serious situations, such as a weapon detonation or seizure, it is classed

as a "nuclear weapon accident" (Event Elac) or a "nuclear war risk acci-

dent" (Event Elwr).
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SECTION 3

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

3.1 General

The overall objective of the total security system for theater nu-

clear weapons is to maintain the security of the weapons--that is, to

ensure the prevention of the occurrence of a nuclear accident or inci-

dent relative to these weapons. This includes not only the protection

of theater nuclear weapons from damage, destruction, or diversion, but

also the avoidance of any incidents, whether intended or not, whose

direct or indirect effects could have noticeable political repercussions

or could lead to hostile actions. Thus, any measure of the overall per-

formance capabilities of a security system should be directly related to

the probability of occurrence of nuclear accidents or incidents over

some broad time span.

The use of such a broad measure in comparing alternative security

systems or concepts, or in evaluating the effects of improvements to a

given system, would require the establishment of a hypothetical base-

case scenario of action-inducing events that would serve as a standard

for the measurement of overall security system performance. This base-

case scenario could take the form of a series of abnormal events at

specific times within a specified time period, or it could be in terms

of a probability distribution over a set of abnormal events that might

occur within the specified time period. The difficulty in establishing i

a scenario that would be universally accepted within the defense com-

munity is one of a number of drawbacks in utilizing such a broad

performance measure as specified above. Another drawback is such a sce-

nario's lack of sensitivity to a system's performance relative to an

extremely unlikely (but possible) event, the result of which could have

dire repercussions. Furthermore, system improvements generally address

specific flaws in the system that may only affect performance against a
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small subset of action-inducing events, and only produce negligible

changes in the broad performance measure, which is tied to a multitude

of such events. Since the TNFS2 Program as presently structured is di-

rected toward improvements in selected aspects of the present security

system, it is apparent that the use of such a broad performance measure

would not be useful for many of the program's objectives.

In view of the above, a more fruitful approach is to adopt perfor-

mance measures that address the different functional aspects of a secu-

rity system. One such approach is to consider five basic functions of

a security system (detection, assessment, communication, delay, and neu-

tralization) and establish appropriate performance measures for each of

these functions. This approach was adopted by the Sandia Laboratories

in their work under the SAFEGUARDS program for the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC). This method allows comparisons of specific changes.

In addition, with properly chosen performance measures, the method can

provide an appropriate base for more aggregated performance measures

through relatively simple algebraic or probabilistic computational pro-

cedures. One additional function should, however, be added to the five

used in the Sandia Laboratories approach: The important dissuasive as-

pects of a security system--that is, the attributes that discourage the

initiation of attempts to breach the system. Included in this function

are the deterrent aspects inherent in a seemingly impregnable security

system and the secretive aspects of withholding information relative to

weapon storage locations and pending movements of weapons. Dissuasion

can be, in itself, an extremely important function of security system.

As such, it should be considered in measuring the performance character-

istics of security systems.

The approach adopted for this analysis is based on the establishment

of performance measures for the following six basic functions of a security

system: dissuasion, detection, assessment, communication, delay, and

neutralization. Candidate measures for these functions are discussed in

the following subsection.
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3.2 Candidate Performance Measures

The performance measures listed in this subsection represent a set

that would be useful in evaluating modifications to security systems and

concepts or in comparing alternative security systems. Whether or not

reliable estimates for these performance measures can be obtained through

simulation is not addressed here. The presentation that follows considers

performance measures for each of the six functions in turn. For each

function, multiple performance measures are identified. In some cases

this is due to the general nature of the function. In other cases a

function may have different aspects, depending on the status of the wea-

pons--that is, whether or not the weapons are stationary (permanent or

temporary storage), in transit by air (fixed-wing or helicopter), or in

transit by ground (local or long distance).

3.2.1 Dissuasion is the most difficult of the six security system

functions for which to establish useful performance measures. The two

subfunctions of dissuasion (deterrence and secrecy) are each difficult

to quantitatively portray. Deterrence is basically psychological in

nature, and any direct measure would therefore necessarily be highly

subjective, depending in a large part on the risk-acceptance attitudes

of each particular adversary group considered in the threat spectrum.

The risk function, if expressed in terms of expected losses to be in-

curred by an adversary group, however, is a measurable function and can

serve as an indirect measure for deterrence. That is, the higher the

risk to an adversary, the less likely will be his desire to attempt to

breach the security system. Thus, one candidate measure for the deter-

rence aspect of dissuasion is the expectation by an adversary of losses

to be incurred, given an attempt to breach the security system. In some

cases, risk may not be a deciding factor, and an alternative criterion

may be derived from the cost or value of resources required to assure a

certain level of success. Here an alternative candidate measure could

be the minimum adversary resource value required to assure a specified

probability of success. These two deterrence performance measures are

applicable regardless of whether weapons are in storage or in transit.
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The secrecy subfunction of dissuasion considers the function of a

defender's counter-intelligence activities in denying an adversary in-

formation concerning weapon storage locations, movement plans, and secu-

rity measures. For weapons in storage, the principal performance measure

is the probability that an adversary group has timely knowledge of the

weapon storage location. The time element included in this measure is

more applicable to temporary storage, but could apply to permanent stor-

age in cases where weapons are subjected to occasional relocations within

the site or between sites. For in-transit cases, a prerequisite for an

intentional breach attempt by an adversary is prior knowledge of certain

aspects of the movement events. Thus, the principal performance measure

for these movement cases is the probability that an adversary group has

timely knowledge of movement events. Since movrment will normally re-

quire temporary storage at each end of the movement, the two performance

measures above will obviously be tied together for these cases. For both

of these performance measures, timeliness is a critical modifying param-

eter in that an adversary must have sufficient lead time to plan his

tactics, assemble personnel and equipment, and emplace his forces in

such a manner as to ensure a high probability of successful attack at

the proper time.

3.2.2 Detection

The detection function is a necessary prerequisite for employment

of active security measures. Detection in itself is important only if

the security system elements have adequate time to react sufficiently

to neutralize the adversary force and avoid the occurrence of a nuclear

accident or significant incident. Thus, the timeliness of detection is

tied to the available reaction time.

For weapons in a stationary status (permanent or temporary storage),

available reaction time can be directly related to the depth remaining

for the adversary to penetrate at time of initial detection. Hence, an

important performance measure for these cases is the cumulative proba-

bility of initial detection as a function of the depth remaining to

penetrate. In some cases this depth may be specified as a continuous
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distance function, while in other cases it may be specified by discrete

points that signify the locations of barriers, protective zone boundaries,

storage igloo entrances, etc. Although initial detection of an adversary

is the primary factor, secondary detections at various points along an

adversary action path will also be of concern. Thus, subsidiary perfor-

mance measures could include the probability of detection at specific

checkpoints given a prior initial detection.

For weapons in transit, the important performance capability is

the ability to detect the presence of adversaries prior to the initiation

of hostile actions. This prior detection will certainly negate the sur-

prise element of the impending confrontation, will allow more time for

reinforcement by back-up forces, and may even be sufficient to allow

avoidance of a confrontation through alternate routing. For these cases,

then, a useful performance measure would be the cumulative probability

of detection as a function of the time prior to an imminent confrontation.

The time variable may either be a continuous function or be specified as

discrete time intervals reflecting, say, minimum required reaction time

and minimum required confrontation avoidance time.

For detection mechanisms that issue an alarm prior to assessment,

the false alarm rate is also a performance measure to be considered.

Other false detection situations are covered under the assessment func-

tion.

3.2.3 Assessment

The assessment function involves the analysis of detection informa-

tion to determine if, indeed, responsive action is required, and if it

is, to determine the proper response to be taken. Of primary importance

when an adversary action is taking place is the time required to make an

assessment and decide on a response. Thus, the assessment delay time is

an important performance measure to be considered. Depending on the

level of analysis, this may take the form of an expected valu , possibly

conditioned on whether or not an adversary action is indeed in progress,

or it may be expressed in more detail as a probability distribution. Of
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equal importance is the probability of making a correct assessment, es-

pecially when the adversary action is such that an incorrect assessment

could be disastrous. When an adversary action is not taking place, a

so-called detection could be correctly assessed (nuisance detection) or

incorrectly assessed (false alert). Both of these conditions, especially

if frequently occurring, can degrade the effectiveness of a security

system, so that the false alert rate and nuisance detection rate are

both also measures that may be of concern. One special case of a false

alert that can be very important is when the false assessment results

in excessive force being brought to bear on an inadvertent or peaceful

intruder. (This case is covered again under the neutralization function.)

The performance measures indicated above are applicable when the weapons

are stationary or in transit, although in the latter case correct assess-

ment may be near-instantaneous when detection is triggered by the initi-

ation of a hostile adversary confrontation.

3.2.4 Communication

The communication function is concerned with informing the security

forces (local and/or back-up) that an adversary action is taking place

or is imminent. Of primary importance is the time required to alert se-

curity forces under these conditions. Hence, a useful performance mea-

sure is the communication delay time, which can be expressed either as

an expected value or as a probability distribution. Of equal importance

is the probability that the minimum required information is received (by

the intended recipient). The "minimum required information" as used

here implies that correct interpretation of the information received

(possibly incomplete or partially erroneous) would result in the recipi-

ent taking the right action required by the content of the original mes-

sage. The performance measures identified in this section apply to both

stationary and in-transit.

It should be noted here that assessment and communication are not

"one-shot" functions, but must be continually in force subsequent to

the initial detection assessment and communication of information to the

security forces. This, of course, represents the C3 aspects of the
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security force and would be included in the factors contributing to the

security force's ability to neutralize the adversary.

3.2.5 Delay

The delay function encompasses all activities that slow or stop an

adversary in the performance of his desired mission. This includes de-

lays attributable to barriers (passive or active) and to the presence

and actions of security forces (local and back-up). Delays affect the

security system performance in two respects: (1) Predetection delay

enhances the probability of detection by increasing the exposure time

to the detection mechanisms; and (2) postdetection delay enhances the

probability of neutralization by providing increased time for security

force reaction. The primary performance measures for this function are,

of course, the penetration delay times attributable to each of the vari-

ous delay-inducing elements such as terrain, fences, walls, doors, locks,

guards, back-up security forces, etc. These delay times can be specified

asexpected values or in more detailed formats as probability distribu-

tions. They also apply across the spectrum of weapon status.

3.2.6 Neutralization

The neutralization function refers to the actions taken by the se-

curity system in countering an adversary action. The results of neu-

tralization signify the level of success of the security system in pre- 4

venting or minimizing a nuclear accident or significant event. The

neutralization function does not necessarily imply the use of force or

even the initiation of other active measures. For example, the mere

existence of passive barriers may cause sufficient difficulties to an I
intruder to cause him to abandon his attempted penetration. For weapons

in stationary status (i.e., in temporary or long-term storage) or in

transit by ground vehicles, security system performance is related to

one or both of the following two factors: depth of adversary penetration,

and the ultimate status of the defended weapons. Depth of adversary pene-

tration can be specified either as a continuous distance function or as

a discrete set of points that signify critical plateaus along an
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adversary's action path. The ultimate status of the defended weapons

depends on whether the weapons are destroyed, damaged, or removed, or

remain undisturbed. In addition, the status can include compromise of

classified weapon and security system information. The associated can-

didate performance measures then are as follows: the cumulative proba-

bility of adversary penetration as a function of depth of penetration;

the probability that a weapon is destroyed; the probability that a weapon

is damaged; the probability that a weapon is stolen; and the probability

that classified information is obtained. These performance measures do

not cover one additional facet of security system performance--that of

employing excessive force against inadvertent or peaceful intruders.

Hence, an additional performance measure to be considered is the proba-

bility of using excess force against inadvertent or peaceful intruders.

For weapons that are under airborne movement the performance mea-

sures related to the ultimate weapon status still apply, but those re-

lated to depth of adversary penetration do not. These latter are re-

placed by measures related to the success of the aircraft transporting

the nuclear weapons in avoiding destruction, either through escape or a

successful forced landing. Hence, for air transit cases, performance

measures in lieu of penetration denial include the probability that the

aircraft transporting the weapons survives to its destination, and the

probability that the aircraft does not reach its destination but does

make a successful forced landing. It should be noted that as soon as

the aircraft lands, the weapons aboard are considered to revert to a

temporary storage status, and the appropriate performance measures for

this status would then be applicable for any ensuing adversary actions.
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SLCTION 4

SIMULATION/TESTING INTERFACE

4.1 General

Computer simulations, if properly designed and applied, can be ex-

tremely valuable tools to be used in support of test programs directed

to evaluating the effectiveness of TNF security systems under operational

conditions. The constraints of both time and cost impose severe limita-

tions on the amount and scope of testing that can be conducted. Further-

more, certain facets of security system operations are untestable due to

safety considerations. With proper planning, simulations can expand the

scope and depth of the evaluation process in addition to providing valu-

able insights for use in test planning. Testing, on the other hand, can

enhance the credibility of simulation outputs by providing near-real-life

results that can be used for simulation validation and/or calibration.

Thus, simulation and testing can interact synergistically with one

another to provide for a broad-based, efficient evaluation program.

The interface between simulation and testing can take many forms,

depending on the level of testing, the simulation credibility and com-

plexity, and attitudes of the test planners and analysts toward simula-

tions, and many other factors. In the next subsection, a representative

interface is presented that attempts to cover most of the useful inter-

actions between simulation and testing.

4.2 Representative Interface

A representative interface between simulation and testing is illus-

trated in Figure 4.1. For this case, it is assumed that the security system

System, as used here, could encompass the total security system or may
refer only to a major subsystem sufficiently configured to perform at

least one of the primary security system functions (dissuasion, detec-

tion, assessment, communication, delay, and neutralization).
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FIGURE 4-1 SIMULATION/TESTING INTERFACE
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(equipment, personnel, and procedures) is either in existence or at

least adequately designed to be configured for system testing.

4.2.1 Pre-Test Phase

During the pre-test phase of a test program, simulations can play

an important role in the test planning process. Because testing can be

an expensive and time-consuming process, the test planners must be ju-

dicious in their establishment of the test design. By using simulations

to conduct a preliminary system evaluation, including sensitivity analy-

ses, valuable insights can be gained with regard to many of the test de-

sign elements. Such an evaluation can examine the sensitivity of system

performance to numerous variations in natural and man-made environmental

factors, providing a basis for test site selection, location of test in-

strumentation, and the specification of critical environmental factors

to be varied during the test. The preliminary system evaluation can

also assist in the establishment of the level of test required. Undez

some environmental conditions, the results of the evaluation may indi-

cate that only specific subsystems need be subjected to test, while

under other environmental conditions the results may indicate the re-

quirement for a full system test. The simulation results can also pro-

vide indications as to upper and lower bounds for the various test ele-

ments requirements, such as number of intrusion detection devices,

barriers, guard forces, and so on. The above are but examples of the

numerous ways a preliminary system evaluation using simulations can pro-

vide assistance in establishing an efficient test design within budget

and time constraints.

In establishing the test design, the test planners may want to in-

clude some cases directed primarily to the enhancement of the validity

of the simulations. It may be that some results obtained during the
preliminary system evaluation will appear contrary to expectations. Se-

lected cases may then be included in the test design to either verify or

disprove the simulation results. Another area where testing can enhance
simul.Ltion validity is in the establishment of a sound input data base.
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Although sensitivity analysis is one means of circumventing suspect data

inputs, this can become very time consuming and expensive so that data

input verification through testing can prove fruitful in the long run.

Although the flowchart of Figure 3.1 indicates a one-way flow from

preliminary system evaluation to test design, the procedure may well be

iterative in nature. That is, after an initial evaluation, the test

planners, in the course of designing the test, may well desire that some

additional simulation runs be conducted in order to fine-tune some test

design elements.

4.2.2 Test Phase

Once the test design has been finalized, the process moves into the

test phase. Simulations can again provide useful assistance in support-

ing the tests. Initially, the simulations can be exercised to provide

predictions of the expected test results. This provides a standard of

comparison for the test analysts to monitor during the performance of

the testing. If the results of the tests, as they continue to build up,

conform within practical bounds to the predicted results, then everything

is in accord, thus providing an enhancement to the credibility of the

simulations and the tests. If, on the other hand, unexpected test re-

sults occur, then analysis should be conducted to determine the casue

of the discrepancies. This analysis, which could make use of the simu-

lations, may uncover an error in the test performance such as non-adherence

to test design parameters, faulty instrumentation, or improper test pro-

cedures. After corrective action is made, the testing then continues.

If such is not the case, the the onus is on the simulations themselves.

Analysis should then be conducted to determine the nature of the simula-

tion errors and to establish suitable simulation modifications to correct

the deficiencies. Once accomplished, the simulations are again exercised

to predict the expected test results and thus establish a new standard

for comparison to be used as the testing continues.
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4.2.3 Post-Test Phase

After the testing has been completed, a detailed analysis of the

test results is conducted. The results of this detailed analysis will

either corroborate the simulation predictions, and hence build confidence

in the use of the simulations, or will uncover discrepancies in the simu-

lations. If the discrepancies are small, then minor corrective modifi-

cations can be made, resulting in a finer calibration of the simulations.

If the discrepancies are large, then major simulation modification or

redesign will be required. Once the simulations are brought into harmony

with the test results, then the simulations can be used to conduct a de-

tailed system evaluation. This detailed evaluation will be useful in

filling gaps not covered in the testing phase and also in indicating the

bounds within which the test results are applicable. This evaluation

may also uncover problem areas not considered during the test program

and hence provide the basis and insights for establishing follow-on test

designs. This would lead to another cycle through the simulation/testing

interface.

4.3 Simulation Characteristics

There are several important characteristics that simulations should

possess in order to be of useful assistance in the conduct of a testing

program. These are discussed in the following subsections.

4.3.1 Completeness

Since a testing program for TNF security systems could conceivably

cover every aspect of security system operations, the simulations them-

selves must also be capable of covering all aspects of these operations.

When certain aspects are not testable due to safety considerations, then

it is all the more important that simulations address these aspects. Al-

though one large, complex simulation could be designed to achieve this

goal, it is more than likely that a set of simulations would prove more

efficient in the long run, especially since the nature of security system

operations significantly differs under fixed site, ground movement, or

air movement scenarios. The main concern is that the simulations
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adequately cover the broad range of possible confrontation situations

and address each of the measurable security system functions (dissuasion,

detection, assessment, communication, delay, and neutralization).

4.3.2 Dual Complexity

One desirable, though not necessary characteristic that enhances

the usefulness of simulations for testing support is a dual complexity

capability. This refers to the availability of simulations of two dif-

ferent levels of complexity: a set of relatively aggregated simulations,

and a set of fairly detailed simulations. The aggregated simulations are

useful for obtaining rough estimates of system effectiveness over a wide

range of input variations and identifying critical areas for deeper analy-

sis. The detailed simulations are then useful for fine-grained analysis

for a much narrower band of input sets. For use in a testing program,

the set of detailed simulations are a necessity, while the set of ag-

gregated simulations are desirable but not required.

4.3.3 Modularity

The requirement for modularity has become an almost universal cri-

terion in the development of detailed simulations. The ever-present de-

mand for change and improvement mandates that distinct functions be iso-

lated, when possible, in separate programming modules. Individual modules

can then be modified or replaced without upsetting the remainder of the

program. In light of the dual complexity characteristic discussed in

the previous subsection, modularity becomes an even more desirable char-

acteristic. Interchangeability of aggregated and detailed modules of

like functions allows the user to analyze in detail changes that affect

only specific system functions, while maintaining a gross analysis capa-

bility for the other system functions.

4.3.4 Test Compatibility

Another required characteristic of simulations in support of test

programs is that they be compatible with the test parameters. Simulation

input requirements should include a mirror image of test input variables
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or, at the worst, be accurately derivable from them. The simulation

outputs must also be compatible with outputs obtained from testing or

at least be suitably transformable for comparison purposes.

4.3.5 Machine Independence

The usefulness of simulations in support of test programs is en-

hanced if they are programmed in a universal language, such as FORTRAN,

and are not burdened with any machine-dependent operations, such as word

packing. For large test programs that may involve geographically widely

dispersed test sites, machine independence virtually becomes a require-

ment. Utilization of computer facilities at or near the test site gener-

ally enhances the use of simulations as supporting tools, especially

during the test phase where timely support is required. Although long-

distance Telex systems are improving, transmission problems still arise

and time zone variations can limit the usable periods for coordinated

simulation and test exercises.

4.3.6 Usability

Although an implicit requirement, the characteristic of usability

should be mentioned for emphasis. Usability here refers to the require-

ment that the simulations be capable of near-real-time support during

the test phase. Long data preparation and program running times degrade

the usefulness of simulations in support of test operations.

Complex operating instructions and hidden program anomalies can

cause havoc unless the user is highly conversant with the program.

Thorough and clear documentation is a requirement for extended and mul-

tiple usage of simulations. In situations where personnel turnover could

be a problem, training manuals should be made available. Simulation

modifications should also be well documented.
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SECTION 5

AVAILABILITY OF SIMULATION TOOLS

5.1 Literature Search

A computer search of the National Technical Information Service

(NTIS) Library using the DIALOG system was conducted to identify simula-

tions that might be applicable for use in support of the TNFS2 Program.

This library search was augmented by a manual search of the Defense Docu-

mentation Service (DDC) Abstracts, which includes limited distribution

and classified reports not contained in the NTIS Library. Over 1,100

abstracts were identified in these two literature searches. An initial

screening of these abstracts resulted in identifying approximately 110

reports that might be relevant to the purposes of this study. Several

of these reports were already available at SRI and the remainder were

ordered through the appropriate documentation service. Additional re-

ports that might be applicable were identified subsequent to the litera-

ture searches, and several of these were obtained and included in the

simulation review. This resulted in a total of 129 reports that were

reviewed in this analysis. The reports were segregated into the follow-

ing categories, with the number included in each category indicated by

parenthesis:

a Simulations (93)

0 Simulation catalogs and comparisons (12)

* Equipment, concepts, and input data (12)

• Study plans and progress reports (12).

An initial screening of 93 simulation reports was conducted to de-

termine those that might be directly applicable to security system evalu-

ation. A total of 41 simulations were identified as possible candidates,

These are listed as References 25 to 153 at the end of this report.
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and these were subjected to more detailed analysis. Table 5.1 identifies

these simulations and indicates their possible applicability to the

evaluation of security system functions. The detailed analyses used as

guidelines the set of desirable simulation characteristics discussed in

Section 4.3 of this report: completeness, dual complexity, modularity,

test compatibility, machine independence, and usability. These detailed

analyses identified 10 simulations that sufficiently address the security

system evaluation problem to warrant further consideration as candidates

for simulation tools in support of the TNFS2 Program. The first 10 en-

tries of Table 5.1 identify the selected simulations. Their applicabil-

ity as support tools to the TNFS 2 Program are discussed in subsequent

subsections.

The primary reason for rejecting many of the other simulations ana-

lyzed was that they did not directly address the security system evalua-

tion problem. Several are two-sided simulations of infantry combat (some

with supporting air fire) that are not readily amenable to modifications

that would be required in either the fixed-site or ground-movement sce-

narios for security system evaluations. Others are either one-on-one

simulations for evaluating air defense weapon effectiveness against fixed

and rotary wing aircraft, or are simulations for evaluating the effective-

ness of attack helicopters in support of ground combat operations. Secon-

dary reasons for rejection were non-usability (extensive data input prepa-

ration or long running times), obsolescence, and inferior implementation.

The next three subsections segregate the selected simulations into

three classes (fixed site, ground transport, and air transport) and pre-

sent a discussion of their applicability as supporting tools to the

TNFS2 Program.

5.2 Fixed-Site Simulations

5.2.1 Simulation Summaries

There we-:e four simulations identified that could be applicable as

tools in support of the TNFS2 Program relative to the security of wea-

pons located at fixed sites (permanent or temporary). Summary
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Table 5.1

SIMULATION APPLICABILITY

Fixed Site Gro

0
0 .-

Reference .

No. Simulation* Developing Agency Reference 4-
No. 0 9 N .0

) .,4 (n.- -4 U

I I-I Ci)l l C I
Z) U U

0) 4. 
"4)

En. 4 d 0 Wi d '-

1. Armed Escort Model Electronic Associates, Inc. 25,26

2. EASI Sandia Laboratories 27-30 X X X X

3. FESEM Sandia Laboratories 31-33 X X X X X X

4. Pathfinding Codes Sandia Laboratories 34-39 X X

5. PENAIR Naval Postgraduate School 40

6. SABRES Sandia Laboratories 41-43

7. Schaffer's Ambush Model Naval Postgraduate School 44

8. SOURCE Sandia Laboratories 42,43,45 X

9. TSEM The BDM Corporation 46-48 X X

10. VISA Science Applications, Inc. 49,50 X X X X X X

11. Adversary Action Modeling Lawrence Livermore Lab. 51-53 X X

12. AIDM Suppression Model BDM Services Co. 54

13. AIRCAV Vector Research, Inc. 55,56 X X

14. AMSWAG AMSAA 57 X X X

15. Analytic Engagement Model Sandia Laboratories 58 X X

16. ARMREC Naval Postgraduate School 59

17. Bonder/IUA AMSAA 60 X X

18. Breakpoints in Land Combat Naval Postgraduate School 61 X X

19. Brookhaven PPM Brookhaven National Lab. 62 X X X X

20. CARMONETTE General Research Corp. 60,63-71 X X X X

21. Countermeasures Engagement Analysis Air Force Inst. of Tech. 72

22. Daylight Assault Model Naval Postgraduate School 73 X X

23. DYNTACS Ohio State University 60,74-80 X X X X

24. EVADE AMSAA 81

25. FAST-VAL Rand Corporation 82-85 X X

A brief description of each of these simulations is provided in the Appendix.
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Fixed Site Ground Transport Air Transport
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x X X Some direct application. See Section 5.4.1.2.

X X X X Some direct application. See Section 5.2.1.2.

X X X X X X Some direct application. See Section 5.2.1.3.

X X Some direct application. See Section 5.2.1.1.

X X X Some direct application. See Section 5.4.1.1.

x x Some direct application. See Section 5.3.1.3.

x x Some direct application. See Section 5.3.1.1.

X X x X Some direct application. See Section 5.3.1.2.

x x x x x x Some direct application. See Section 5.3.1.4.

X x XxX X Some direct application. See Section 5.2.1.4.

X X Only addresses insider theft of small amounts of
special nuclear material.

X X Only addresses simulation of suppression.

X X X X Two-sided infantry combat simulation with support-
ing air fire.

X X X X X X Two-sided infantry combat simulation--inordinate
amount of input.

X X Number of adversaries and guards extremely limited.

X X X Armed reconnaissance attack helicopter simulation.

X X X X Two-sided armored infantry combat simulation.

X X X X Aggregated simulation relying on much subjective
judgment.

X X X X Completely deterministic and oversimplified.

X X X X X X X Complex two-sided armored infantry combat simula-
tion. Highly machine dependent.

X X X Incomplete one-on-one air vs. ground simulation.

X X X X Old Lanchester-type two-sided infantry combat model.

X X X X X X X Complex two-sided armored infantry combat simula-
tion. Machine dependent.

X X X Attack helicoptor simulation.

X K X X Large-scale armored infantry combat simulation.
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26. FIREFIGHT SRI International 86 X X

27. GCC Firefight Naval Weapons Lab. 87 X X X

28. Helicopter vs. Tank Duel Naval Postgraduate school 88

29. ICM Army Concepts Anal. Agency 89 X X

30. Interdiction Model Rand Corporation 90 X X X

31. ISEM Sandia Laboratories 91-94 X X X X X X

32. IUA CACDA 60,95,96 X

33. JOLIWACO Control Data Corporation 97,98

34. Markov Engagement Vector Research, Inc. 99 X X

35. Math Model of Infantry Combat Naval Postgraduate School 100 X X

36. Penetration Attrition Model Inst. for Defense Analysis 101 X X X

37. SDC Transportation Model Systems Development Corp. 102,103

38. SIAF TRW Systems Group 62, X X X X
104-110

39. Supporting Fire Model Naval Postgraduate School i1

40. TAM Army Concepts Anal. Agency 112 X X

41. TRW PPM TRW Systems Group 62 X X X X
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Table 5.1 (Concluded)
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X X X Limited expected value simulation of small unit
engagements.

K X X X X Large-scale armored infantry combat simulation.
Obsolete programming language.

X X X One-on-one helicopter vs. tank simulation. Program
has errors.

K X X X Infantry combat simulation. Heavy emphasis on am-
munition expenditures.

KX Game-theory optimization simulation. Not an eval-
uation tool.

KX Mainly concerns insider theft of small amounts of

special nuclear material.

X X X Complex tank-anti-tank simulation.

X X Large-scale insurgency--counterinsurgency man/
machine war game.

X X X Initial concept formulization of a limited-
engagement simulation.

X X X Limited Lanchester-type infantry combat simulation.

X Stochastic simulation of series of one person in-
filtration attempts.

Not a simulation.

X X X X X Complex small unit combat simulation. Large amount
of input. Subroutines useful.

Aggregated artillery supporting-fire allocation
simulation.

XX Large-scale target acquisition simulation.

Fixed-site simulation. No neutralization. Docu-
mentation not provided.
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descriptions of these simulations are presented in the following subsec-

tions. These summaries indicate the type of simulation, the nature of

the input data, the security system functions addressed, and the nature

of the output data.

5.2.1.1 Pathfinding Codes

The Pathfinding Codes discussed here represent a set of com-

puter codes developed by Sandia Laboratories to establish optimum paths

for adversaries to follow in covert sabotage, control, or theft attempts

against fixed nuclear sites. The sites are defined by a graph of nodes

and connecting arcs. Each node and connecting arc is provided a weight

factor. The weight factor can be the expected adversary traversal time

through a node or over an arc; it can be the probability of detection

while traversing through a node over an arc; or it can be both. Given a

starting node, the adversary is to proceed along arcs and through nodes

to a goal node (the location of nuclear material). In the theft case,

the adversary must also proceed back and exit at the starting node. The

computer codes are designed to determine the optimum path for the adver-

sary, where in one case the optimization is in terms of minimizing the

adversaries' time to reach his goal (and escape, in the theft case) and

in another case the objective is to minimize the probability of detection.

A combined case considers a locus of nodes that are no more than a secu-

rity force's response time away from the goal node. The algorithm then

selects the optimum path by minimizing the detection probability into

this locus of nodes and then minimizing the traversal time to the goal

node. The algorithm used consists either of a "back-track" method or a

modification of Dijkstra's algorithm. One code not only gives the

"shortest" path, but the "K-shortest" paths. The documentation is clear

and complete, and the code listings are provided. These codes represent

aggregated simulations that touch on the detection and delay functions

of a security system. Consideration of the security force response times

adds a gross treatment of the combined assessment/communication function.

*
The first K paths ranked by increasing length of time to accomplish

mission.
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5.2.1.2 EASI

The Estimate of Adversary 1equence Interruption (EASI) simula-

tion is an aggregated, analytic simulation developed by Sandia Labora-

tories that provides an estimate of the security system's capability to

interrupt an adversary's attempt to sabotage or steal nuclear material

at a fixed nuclear site, where interruption refers to a response force

arriving at the adversary's terminal point [location of nuclear material

(weapons) for sabotage, and site exit point for theft] prior to the ad-

versary's arrival there.

The inputs to the simulation include the number of "tasks"

that the adversary must perform along a preanalyzed physical path to his

objective and subsequent exit (for theft only). The "tasks" include

getting by intrusion detection devices, crossing open areas (possibly

under surveillance), overcoming barriers, and sabotaging or stealing the

nuclear material (weapons). For each "task," inputs include the proba-

bility of detection and the parameters of the distribution of task per-

formance times (mean and standard deviation of an assumed normal distribu-

tion). Additional inputs include the security system's probability of

successful communication given a detection and the parameters of the re-

sponse force's response time distribution (assumed as a normal distribu-

tion).

For each task, beginning with the last, the program determines

the probability of interruption given that detection occurred during the

performance of that task. These results are then probabilistically com-

bined, considering both detection and communication probabilities, to

determine the overall probability of interruption, which is the program's

only output. The program in performing the above computations makes use

of the logistic approximation to the normal distribution.

The program is simple enough to run on a hand-held programmable

calculator. The program can also be run on a timesharing or batch system

and has a computer graphics package that provides two- and three-

dimensional plots of the probability of interruption as a function of

one or two input variables, respectively. As indicated above, the program
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is an aggregated simulation that addresses the detection, assessment

(included in the detection probability input), communication, and delay

functions of a security system. It does not, however, address the neu-

tralization function. The program is well documented, and includes a

user manual with program listings provided.

5.2.1.3 FESEM

The Forcible Entry Safeguards Effectiveness Model (FESEM) is

a combined time-stepped, event-sequenced Monte Carlo simulation designed

to evaluate the effectiveness of a security system against covert at-

tempts by an adversary force to sabotage or steal nuclear material (wea-

pons) from a fixed nuclear site.

The inputs to the simulation are quite varied. The site at-

tribute inputs include the number of barriers (maximum of 15), the num-

bers of on-site and off-site response forces (maximum of 5 each), a guard

dedication indicator (low, medium, high), the barrier number at which air

attacks commence, surveillance detection probability for air attacks, air

surveillance alarm time distribution, landing time distribution, the

number of the barrier at which patrol surveillance begins, the patrol

surveillance alarm time distribution, the muster force size (minimum

number of guards required to initiate an engagement during adversary

ingress), and the distributions denoting the adversary's speed (one for

on-foot movement and one for in-vehicle movement). A barrier as used in

this simulation is any node or path segment where there is an associated

intrusion detection device or delay mechanism or both. The barrier in-

puts, specified for each barrier, include the distance to the next bar-

rier, the barrier delay distributions [depending on whether adversary is

on foot or in vehicles, and whether the adversary is with high explosives

(HE) or without], probabilities of alarm for external and internal-

assisted attacks, the assessment delay distribution, an indicator of

All operational distributions are assumed triangular, with the param-

eters specified as input being the minimum, mode, and maximum values

of the distribution.
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whether HE is used on this barrier, the probability of HE detection if

used, the distribution for the HE set-up and detonate time, and number

of the barrier that is activated (if any) if the present barrier trips

an alarm, and distribution for the activate delay time, if applicable.

Also included are the theft completion time distribution, two sabotage

completion distributions (one for less than eight individuals and one of

eight or more individuals), and a building-exit delay distribution for

thief-guard encounters. Response force inputs, specified for each re-

sponse force, include the number of guards in the response force, the

communication probabilities for external and internal-assiste attacks,

the on-site and off-site force alert delay-time distributions, and the

response-time distributions. The adversary attributes include the num-

ber of attackers, weapon type (small arms versus automatic weapons), re-

sources for barrier penetration (tools without HE versus tools with HE),

mobility of attacker (on foot, land vehicles, or air vehicles), dedica-

tion and sophistication of attackers (low, medium, high), and type of

attack (sabotage/internal assistance, sabotage/external, theft/internal

assistance, or theft/external). The simulation has the capability to

randomly select each of the attacker attributes, assuming uniform dis-

tributions over ranges for each attribute that are specified by input.

If the upper and lower bounds on the range for a specific attribute are

equal, then that attribute is fixed for a given run.

The simulation begins by randomly selecting a set of adversary

attributes within the bounds specified by the input (it is possible to

hold this first set of attributes fixed for subsequent attacks evaluated

during the remainder of the run, if so desired). At time zero, the ad-

versaries have either arrived at the first barrier (on foot or in ve-

hicLes) or the adversaries' aircraft begins to land in the vicinity of

the input specified barrier, at which time air attacks commence. In the

latter case, a determination is made if the aircraft was detected and,

if it was, the time at which an air surveillance alari is sounded. Also,

All events and event times are determined by Monte Carlo methods, ex-
cept for adversary-guard engagements.
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the time at which the landing is completed (the adversaries arrive on

foot at the specified barrier) is established. Event occurrence times

are stored in chronological order and processed in time sequence. Ar-

rival at a barrier induces a subsequent break barrier event and possibly

a detection event, which in turn induces an alarm event and possibly a

barrier activate event. If RE is used to break through a barrier, the

HE set-up and detonate time is determined. If the HE is detected, then

an HE alarm event is scheduled. A break barrier event induces a subse-

quent barrier arrival event. An alarm event induces a communication

event and, if successful, the latter induces an alert event, which in

turn induces a response force arrival event. A patrol surveillance alarm

event is generated when the adversaries reach the outermost barrier that

is included in the patrol region. If a response force arrival event oc-

curs before the adversaries have reached their objective, then an engage-

ment is initiated if the response force equals or exceeds the muster

force requirement. Once the adversaries reach their objective, then the

muster force requirement is no longer valid. Engagements between adver-

saries and guards are evaluated through use of a time-stepped numerical

integration of a 10th-order nonlinear differential equation with time-

varying coefficients. When outnumbered, the defenders use delay and

sniper tactics, and will assault when strength allows. The engagement

lasts until attrition is such that preestablished survivor limits are

obtained. The applicable survivor limits are dependent on the dedica-

tion levels of the adversaries and of the guards. If the guards win the

engagement, then the attack is over with a security system win. If the

adversaries win, then they continue along their action path and may be

challenged by later-arriving response forces. If the adversaries com-

plete the sabotage of the nuclear material (weapons) or exit the site

boundary following theft, then the attack is terminated with an adversary

win. A computer run consists of a large number of independent attacks.

The FESEM output options are quite varied and are controllable

by the user. A collected statistics report is available that provides a

number of outcome statistics for several variables. The collected sta-

tistics are the mean, standard deviation, standard deviation of the mean,
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coefficient of variance, minimum value, maximum value, and total number

of observations during a computer run. The observations are divided

into two categories, sabotage success, and theft success. The variables

considered are the adversary attributes (number of attackers, dedication

level, etc.), in addition to the start time for battles and the time for

battles. Another report presented is the Summarized Results Output.

This table presents the probability of losses and wins for sabotage and

theft attacks as functions of attack force size, attack mobility, and

type of attack. Overall probabilities of defender and' attacker success

are also summarized. Line-printer plots of the summary output are also

available. In addition to these summary output reports, histograms on

up to 15 variables may also be generated.

The simulation is a relatively detailed, Monte Carlo simulation

that addresses all six security system functions.t The program is written

in the FORTRAN-based GASP-IV simulation language. Excellent documentation

is provided, including a user's manual and program listing.

5.2.1.4 VISA

Vulnerability of Integrated Safeguards Analysis (VISA) is an

evaluation method that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of fixed-

site security systems against hostile encounters, both overt and covert.

The method is divided into three sections: preparation, analysis, and

assessment. The preparation section is simply a formalization of the

site data input preparation process, and the assessment section is es-

sentially concerned with the storage of case analysis results, with pro-

cedures to assess these results at different levels of detail via an

interactive display terminal. The analysis section includes the princi-

pal evaluation tools and is the subject of the remainder of this subsec-

tion.

Coefficient of variance--the ratio of the standard deviation of a dis-
tribution to its arithmetic mean.

tAs per the discussion on dissuasion in Section 3.2.1, it is assumed

that the dissuasion function is addressed if all of the other five se-
curity system functions are addressed.
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The analysis section consists of four analysis modules (Path,

Detection, Containment, and Interruption) and requires two data bases

(Detection Mechanism, and Delay Mechanism and Engagement). The beginning

point is to define the case to be analyzed. A case consists of the threat

(adversary goal, number of adversaries, and insider/outsider mix), the

target (location, and amount of material for theft or equipment or fixture

for sabotage), and the adversary action sequence (AAS), which is broken

down into segments (entry and destruction for sabotage, and entry, acqui-

sition, and removal for theft). The Path Analysis Module is actually a

procedure for decomposing each AAS independent segment into independent

paths (each path represents a set of adversary tasks or delay-and detec-

tion devices encountered) and for possible initial ranking of applicable

paths for use in subsequent analysis. This module is a combination of

manual activities involved in identifying the path components through

fault-tree analysis and automated procedures using boolean logic to com-

bine path components and establish a path ranking according to a pre-

specified criterion (minimize detection probability for covert segments

or minimize expected delays for overt segments). In VISA, a segment is

treated both as overt and as covert. Later on in the procedure, seg-

ments are combined to determine covert-overt combination action sequences.

The Detection Analysis Module is used to calculate a figure

of merit for the security system performance against covert adversary

actions for all the established paths. The figure of merit used is the

probability of detection, which includes assessment--that is, the proba-

bility that the system will initiate actions to interrupt the AAS. The

calculation of the figures of merit is a straightforward procedure of

combining detection probabilities based on the number of adversaries,

their goal, the target, the segment, and the path. These path detection

probabilities are computed for each path component (node) at which de-

tection can occur, and then are stored for subsequent use in the Inter-

ruption Analysis Module. The required detection mechanism detection

probabilities are obtained from the Detection Mechanism Data Base. This

data base consists of detection probabilities for all such mechanisms

for all initial conditions (facility operating state, mechanism operating
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state, adversary state of preparation) and all employee access classifi-

cations (outsiders, and insiders with authorized access to the facility,

to areas within the facility, and to protective mechanism). The data

are obtained from models of each individual mechanism or from experiments

and tests. The data include both the vulnerabilities of the mechanisms

to tampering and the detection probabilities under all appropriate con-

ditions.

The Containment Analysis Module parallels the Detection Analy-

sis Module, except that this module considers overt paths. The figures

of merit generated by this module for each path and set of conditions

are the containment probability--that is, the probability that the secu-

rity system contains the target material (weapons) within the facility

(site) after an AAS is detected to be in progress. Since detection can

occur at a number of places along a path, the containment probabilities

calculated (and stored for subsequent use) are conditioned on the path

segment at which detection occurs. Thus, for each path segment at which

a detection can occur (considering all of the covert adversary paths be-

ing analyzed), a containment analysis is conducted. The analysis is a

two-step procedure. First, a simple analytical model is used to rank

paths in accordance with some measure of containment probability. (An

initial method considered time to complete mission as the ranking mea-

sure. Some subsequent effort was devoted to injecting a gross evalua-

tion of containment into the measure used. This results in an intui-

tively better approach, but requires additional work.) From this path

ranking, only the best paths (from an adversary's point of view) are

selected for detailed analysis, the objective of which is to determine

the worst-case path (from the security system point of view). For the

detailed analysis, a network Monte Carlo simulation is used that includes

aggregated delay time and engagement simulations. This network simula-

tion is coded in the Q-GERT queueing network simulation language. For

VISA, a nine-line network is used that allows for four adversary action

lines (a main line and up to three covering lines), four guard force

action lines (one assessing and three responding), and an off-site re-

sponse force action line. Action lines correspond to possible paths the
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different groups can take, with the network layout describing branch

points at decision (outcome) nodes. The adversaries proceed along the

main action line until the detection segment is reached, at which time

they may break up into a goal group and covering groups. After an as-

sessment delay, the guard forces and response force are activated along

their action lines. As each group proceeds along its action line, with

Monte Carlo sampled delay times obtained from input distributions, en-

counters may occur between adversary and guard groups. These encounters

initiate engagements that are evaluated by use of the engagement simula-

tion. The engagement simulation is a simple Monte Carlo type that de-

picts individual fire by a guard or adversary (firer chosen randomly

based on fraction of personnel on each side) with assessment as to

whether or not a casualty occurred. Engagement continues until pre-

specified disengagement criteria are met. The inputs required are the

distribution parameters for the efficiencies (casualty/shot) of the

guards and adversaries for the specified type of engagement, time per

shot, and disengagement criteria inputs (percent attrition for an engage-

ment end, number of personnel on a side for an engagement end, and a

win probability value that is used with an empirical equation that de-

termines an engagement end). The output of the engagement simulation

includes the engagement winner, the number of survivors on each side,

and the elapsed time of the engagement. For an engagement node of an

action line in the network, there are several branch lines that depict

the continuation of the action line, where each branch represents a

possible outcome of the engagement. At the conclusion of the engagement,

the proper branch for each action line is selected and the surviving

personnel in each action group proceed along the proper branch line.

These branch lines allow for action line termination, continuation along

the planned path or an alternate path, regrouping with another group, and

so on. The network simulation terminates when the adversaries are de-

feated or when they achieve their objectives.

A normal network simulation run consists of about 100 Monte

Carlo simulations. The outputs are summarized in a computer-generated

summary statistic table. This table presents the probabilities of
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adversary and guard wins, and various statistics on the elapsed intrusion

time (mean, standard deviation, standard deviation of the mean, coeffi-

cient of variance, minimum value, and maximum value). These intrusion

time statistics, including the win probabilities, are given for four out-

put classes: all cases, adversary wins only, on-site guard wins only,

and off-site guard arrivals only. For the latter three outcome classes,

the means and standard deviations for the number of guards and number

of adversaries remaining are also tabulated. Computer-generated histo-

grams are also available for the intrusion times for each of the four

outcome classes.

The network simulation runs in their entirety provide the con-

tainment probabilities for the various segments of the selected "worst-

case" AAS candidates. These probabilities, together with the detection

probabilities established in the Detection Analysis Module, are the

basic inputs that go into the Interruption Analysis Module. This module

appropriately combines the detection and containment probabilities for

a given AAS to determine the overall figure of merit for that AAS, where

this figure of merit is the probability that the security system prevents

an adversary from achieving his objective. The figures of merit for each

candidate AAS are then compared, and the AAS that exhibits the minimum

value of this figure of merit is the "worst-case" AAS. This selected

figure-of-merit value then represents a measure of effectiveness of the

security system against the specified adversary threat.

The VISA method is a composite set of manual, analytical, and

simulation procedures to be used in determining the effectiveness of a

fixed-site security system against overt and covert actions of theft

and sabotage. This set of procedures addresses all six of the security

system functions. The main simulation included in this set of procedures

is the network simulation used in the Containment Analysis Module. This

simulation is written in the Q-GERT network simulation language. The

documentation of the VISA method provides an overview of the various

procedures, but is fairly difficult to follow. No computer listings are

provided and the description of the network simulation model requires

some knowledge of the Q-GERT methodology for a good understanding of the

simulation structure and operations.
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5.2.2 Discussion

The simulations summarized in Section 5.2.1 above are representa-

tive of the state of the art of fixed-site security-system simulation

modeling. Although these are lacking in certain respects, it should be

noted that effort is proposed or in progress to improve and expand these

simulations. For example, Vector Research, Inc. is providing support to

Sandia Laboratories in several areas involving combat simulations. One

area is the development of a fixed-site neutralization simulation (Ref.

152), which may replace, or possibly complement, the neutralization sub-

routine used in the FESEM simulation. Science Applications, Inc. has

also proposed some modifications and expansions to the VISA simulation,

although funding has not as yet been received to go ahead with this work.

Thus, it should be recognized that the simulations, though presently

operational, are still in the development stage and some of their short-

comings will be addressed in the near future.

This discussion will now consider the six simulation characteris-

tics identified in Section 4.3--that is, completeness, dual complexity,

modularity, test compatibility, machine independence, and usability.

5.2.2.1 Completeness

Completeness covers two areas: confrontations addressed, and

security system functions modeled. The Sandia Laboratories set of simu-

lations (pathfinding Codes, EASI, FESEM) are primarily directed toward

initially covert actions by a small group of adversaries, with or with-

out insider assistance. The adversaries are restricted to a single

group traversing a preplanned path, with no allowance for altering the

route when they become aware of being detected or are apprehended by

guard forces. This set of simulations, then, does not directly allow

for any diversionary activity, although the input values for response

times could be altered to indirectly include the effects of such actions.

The restriction to a single adversary action path also precludes con-

sideration of most initially overt actions, where adversaries would most

likely use diversionary and/or covering tactics. The VISA approach, on

the other hand, does allow up to four action paths for the adversaries
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in the Containment Analysis Module's network simulation. This allows

consideration of up to four separate adversary groups and thus provides

a capability to consider diversionary and covering tactics for both

initial covert and initial overt actions. This network approach also

allows for prespecified contingency paths to be followed in the face of

defender actions. Thus, the VISA methodology addresses a broader scope

of confrontation situations than does Sandia's set of simulations.

Both the FESEM simulation and the VISA methodology address all

of the defined security system functions. The more aggregated EASI simu-

lation does not address the neutralization function.

5.2.2.2 Dual Complexity

Both the Sandia set of simulations and the VISA methodology

include some consideration of a dual complexity approach. The EASI/

FESEM combination represents an aggregated analytic approach (EASI)

backed up with a more detailed Monte Carlo approach (FESEM), although

the EASI simulation does not address the neutralization function. In

the Containment Analysis Module of the VISA methodology, some effort

has been included for developing an aggregated analytic approach to

ranking alternative paths and then using the more detailed network simu-

lation to analyze a subset of these paths that would appear more desir-

able from the adversary's viewpoint. However, the aggregated approach

previously used does not adequately address neutralization, and expan-

sions have been recommended, but not formalized.

5.2.2.3 Modularity

Of the Sandia simulations, both the EASI and FESEM simulations

are modular in nature. Because of their analytic nature the Pathfinding

Codes do not lend themselves to modular construction by security system

function. In EASI, the two directly simulated functions (combined

detection/assessment/communications and delay) are relegated to separate

subroutines. In FESEM, approximately 22 subroutines are used to generate

events, analyze engagements, and perform other required operations. In
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terms of the security system functions, these subroutines can be grouped

together in subsets that address a specific function, with only a little

relatively insignificant overlap across functions. The VISA methodology,

by design, is also a modular approach with its four existing analysis

modules. Furthermore, the network simulation, used in the Containment

Analysis Module, is by nature also a modular type simulation.

5.2.2.4 Test Compatibility

The spectrum of inputs required by either the Sandia simula-

tions or the VISA methodology is sufficiently broad to provide accept-
2

able compatibility with the TNFS Program requirements. The actual in-

puts to the simulations themselves will, in many cases, have to be derived

from test input parameters. The VISA methodology includes several methods

for performing such data transformations. On the output side, the VISA

approach of segregating analysis modules provides a convenient structure

for comparing simulation results with test results on a security system

function level. FESEM, on the other hand, would require some modifica-

tions (not extensive) to provide additional accumulation and printing

out of function-related outputs. The Pathfinding Codes and EASI simula-

tion are essentially pre-test tools and are not designed (nor intended)

to be compatible with testing activities.

5.2.2.5 Machine Independence

Both the Pathfinding Codes and the EASI simulation are pro-

grammed in the FORTRAN language. As such, both should be easily trans-

ferable to any computer system having a FORTRAN compiler. The FESEM

simulation makes use of the FORTRAN-based GASP-IV simulation language,

while the VISA network simulation makes use of the FORTRAN-based Q-GERT

network simulation language. Each of these special-purpose languages
is available in packages that are supposed to be easily adaptable to

any up-to-date FORTRAN based system. Nevertheless, some bugs may be

expected in the initial implementation of either of these specialized

languages, although the extent of this problem is difficult to predict.
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Other than the use of these specialized simulation languages, none of

the simulations appear to be machine-dependent.

5.2.2.6 Usability

All of the simulations summarized in this section require the

establishment of a data base. However, once this data base is estab-

lished, none of the Sandia simulations appear to present any difficul-

ties in setting up cases and running the programs. The Sandia documenta-

tion is very detailed and easy to follow. The VISA methodology should

not provide any great problems either, although it appears from the docu-

mentation that use of the network simulation will require some training

relative to the Q-GERT network simulation language. Use of VISA will

certainly require additional documentation with a good users manual as

a minimum requirement. From the descriptions of all of the simulations,

running time does not appear to be a problem for near-real-time support.

5.3 Ground Transport Simulations

5.3.1 Simulation Summaries

Four simulations were identified that could be applicable as tools

in support of the TNFS 2 Program relative to the security of weapons be-

ing transported on the ground. Summary descriptions of these simulations

are presented in the following subsections. These summaries indicate

the type of simulation, the nature of the input data, the security sys-

tem functions addressed, and the nature of the output data.

5.3.1.1 Schaffer's Ambush Model

The Schaffer Ambush Model is a mixed Lanchester linear/square-

law attrition simulation that is representative of the many Lanchester-

type simulations that could be used to evaluate the outcomes of trans-

port vehicle ambushes. The simulation assumes that an ambusher force

is in concealed positions and initiates a surprise attack when the am-

bushee force arrives in a "killing zone." The ambushers' initial fire

is aimed (Lanchester square law), while the ambushees initially react
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with area fire (Lanchester linear law). As the ambushees locate cover

and begin to detect ambusher fire locations, they gradually switch from

area to aimed fire. The ambushers maintain aimed fire throughout the

engagement, although its effectiveness decreases as the engagement pro-

gresses. Ambushee desertions and ambusher withdrawals are considered

in the simulation, and supporting weapons for the ambusher can also be

included. For the initial surprise attack, the use of claymores is

also an option.

The inputs to the simulation are the characteristics and ef-

fectiveness parameters representing each force. The inputs include the

respective force sizes, weapon firing rates, single-round radial disper-

sion, and constants associated with troop discipline (used to determine

desertion and withdrawal rates). Ambushee peculiar inputs are the speed

at which an ambushee can approach the level of maximum cover, an indi-

vidual's presented area at the beginning of the ambush, and the rate at

which an individual can shift from area to aimed fire. The ambusher

peculiar inputs are the average kill probability of a claymore and the

total area occupied by the ambushers. Other inputs include the minimal

final presented area of an individual under concealment, the probability

of a kill given a hit, and the maximum time of the engagement--that is,

the time at which the ambushers will withdraw in force.

The simulation is based on a time-stepped numerical integra-

tion (Runge-Kutta-Gill) of the two simultaneous Lanchester differential

equations. The outputs of the simulation are the force sizes of the

respective forces and the ambushee-ambusher force ratio at the end of

the engagement. These output vaLues can also be printed out at speci-

fied times during the engagement.

This aggregated simulation addresses the delay and neutraliza-

tion functions of a security system. The documentation provides a deri-

vation of the Lanchester equations, but does not include a program list-

ing. However, a FORTRAN listing of a similar program is contained in

another report (Ref. 114).
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5.3.1.2 SOURCE

The SOURCE code is a time-stepped Monte Carlo simulation de-

veloped by Sandia Laboratories to evaluate the initial stages of an am-

bush of a nuclear material transport convoy. This simulation considers

the effects of the ambusher's fire, but does not simulate return fire

from the convoy personnel.

The inputs to the simulation include a number of convoy char-

acteristics. These are the maximum convoy length, the number of vehicles

and their positions, vulnerable areas, the initial velocity, a visual

observation distance, an emergency signal delay time, and the convoy

tactics (escorts rendezvous with transport vehicle, vehicles attempt to

escape from ambusher's field of fire, or combinations of both). The

ambusher inputs are the number of attack units, their deployment, the

unit initiating the ambush and its selected target, the initial open-

fire distance, and the weapon characteristics (accuracy, maximum firing

range, time between rounds, rounds per load, and reload time).

The simulation essentially begins when the target vehicle

comes within the open-fire distance of the ambush initiating unit or

within a prescribed observation distance of a roadblock. After this,

other attack units open fire when a vehicle comes within range. Ve-

hicles detect (and correctly assess) the attack either when fired upon

or when they come within the visual observation distance of a roadblock

or another vehicle being fired upon. The simulation allows for three

communications channels--two regular and one emergency. Periodic com-

munications are assumed on the regular channels, with the responsibility

rotating in a fixed manner between the vehicles. An emergency message

can also be sent by a vehicle under attack or by a vehicle that detects

another vehicle under attack. The capability of sending a message de-

pends on the condition of the crew and the communications equipment

within a vehicle after the emergency signal delay time. A code is in-

cluded in the simulation that describes the vulnerability of the vehicles

and crew to the attacker's weapons, which includes the cumulative effects

of multiple hits. The effects of the weapon firings on the crew and

vehicles are determined by Monte Carlo sampling. The simulation assumes
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that the driver of a vehicle is the primary target and co-driver the

secondary target. Vehicles are assumed to decelerate as vehicle damage

is sustained. Survivability of the crew and vehicles is the only delay

mechanism, in addition to escape, that is represented in the simulation.

The engagement continues until a prespecified engagement time has elapsed.

The output of the simulations is the expected values of a num-

ber of output parameters, printed out at equal time increments during

the engagement duration. These output parameters are the number of con-

voy personnel surviving, the number of convoy vehicles surviving and

their locations, and the number of emergency signals generated.

The SOURCE simulation is an aggregated time-stepped Monte Carlo

simulation that addresses the detection, assessment, communications, and

delay functions of a security system. The program is coded in FORTRAN.

The documentation provided presents a summary overview of the simulation,

but does not include a program listing.

5.3.1.3 SABRES

The SABRES code is a time-stepped Monte Carlo simulation de-

veloped by Sandia Laboratories to evaluate the outcomes of engagements

between attackers and defenders after a transport vehicle has been

stopped. This simulation, developed to analyze the combat activities

following the initial stages of an ambush, is used in conjunction with

the SOURCE code (described in the previous subsection) to analyze the

complete ambush confrontation.

The inputs required by SABRES are fairly extensive and can be

segregated into four classes of characteristics: environment, vulnera-

bility, adversary, and defender. The environment inputs include the

specification, in a computer-usable format, of the surrounding terrain

and the prevailing weather. The terrain model used is a modification

of the SIAF terrain routine (Ref. 105). The surrounding area is given

SABRES was developed in two phases. This discussion includes the modifica-
tions done in the second phase, which resulted in the SABRES II simulation.
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an x-y grid structure with elevation data. Features such as vegetation,

terrain type, and linear local obstacles are broken into specific iden-

tifying classes, and polygons are used as overlays on the grid represent-

ing the locations of these terrain features. Weather inputs include

parameters that affect speeds of movement and visibility conditions.

The vulnerability inputs provide the conditional probabilities of vari-

ous degrees of incapacitation given a hit and are specified for differ-

ent parts of the human body, weapon used, and range from weapon to tar-

get. The adversary inputs include their initial positions, group objec-

tive, weapons and ammo carried, mobility status, initial movement routes,

firing rules, and vehicle penetration time distributions. The defender

inputs are their initial positions (obtained, say, from SOURCE), initial

cover objectives, weapons and ammo carried, and engagement tactics.

At the beginning of a simulation run, it is assumed that the

ambushed vehicle of the convoy has been stopped and the defenders are

seeking cover. Detection of individual adversary-defender pairs is

checked at each time step. Probability of detection is a function of

the existence of line of sight, contrast, range, weather, visibility,

suppression state, and cover (this subroutine is based on a modification

of the SIAF detection routine), (Ref. 106). Detections are maintained

until line of sight is broken. Individual and vehicle movements are up-

dated at each t e step. Once detections are made, firings commence if

targets are in range. For each round fired, a Monte Carlo test is made

to determine if a target is hit, and if it is, the level of incapacita-

tion incurred. Presented and vulnerable areas consider the cover avail-

able and the target individual's posture. Rounds fired for each player

are accumulated, and weapon reloads are initiated when magazines are

..ptied. At certain points during a battle, special events will occur

.1h as an adversary covering group arriving in position, an adversary

,Y.-. tration group arriving at the transport vehicle, or a defender es-

.hih Ic arriving to join the conflict. At these points, some logic

ii in tht' simulation to alter tactics if prespecified survival

if, j.tLsii,.d. The simulation continues until certain disen-

,irr, art, satisfied. This may be a successful penetration
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of the transport vehicle, a high attrition of adversaries, or the arri-

val of a large group of response forces, to name a few. When one of

these disengagement conditions occurs, the replication is terminated

and appropriate outcome values are accumulated and stored. After a pre-

specified number of replications of the same attack situation have been

run, the run is terminated and the desired output statistics are printed

out.

The major program outputs for a series of replications of an

ambush are the expected survivors on each side, the fraction of time

each side is totally successful, and the expected battle time. Although

not explicitly stated in the documentation, numerous other secondary out-

puts should also be readily available. For a single replication, the

simulation can be run on an interactive basis. In this case, the initial

conditions are set up by use of the interactive display; the ambush is

then allowed to run for a short period of time after which the status

is displayed at the terminal. The user can then change objectives of

the individual players and let the ambush continue for another short

time. This assessment and run feature provides good insight as to the

dynamics of an ambush and should prove a very useful training device for

guard personnel.

The simulation addresses the delay and neutralization functions

of a security system. The SOURCE/SABRES simulation combination then

covers all six of the security system functions. The simulation is

written in FORTRAN and can be run in batch mode or in an interactive

mode on a timesharing system. Only overview documentation is presently

available, although a user's manual is presently being written.

5.3.1.4 TSEM

The Transportation Safeguards Effectiveness Model is a simula-

tion developed by The BDM Corporation, with guidance from Sandia Labora-

tories. This simulation is designed to evaluate the outcomes of a1itbush

attempts by an adversary force against a defended ground transport con-

voy carrying critical cargo such as special nuclear material.
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The inputs required for this simulation are virtually the same

as those required by the SOURCE/SABRES combination described in the pre-

vious two subsections. One large difference is that a script procedure

has been developed for use with TSEM that attempts to make the definition

of the ambush tactics easier to spell out and understand. A script

language has been designed (and is being modified) that provides the

user with a set of commands that will allow the simulation to map out

the intended course of an ambush. This simplifies some of the inner

structure of the simulation where logic branches would be required to

provide for alternative tactics. This, then, implies that SOURCE/SABRES

and TSEM are of the same level of complexity. However, TSEM is an event-

sequenced simulation, while SOURCE/SABRES is a time-step simulation.

Both simulations use the same terrain procedures and make use of several

other SIAF routines, with modifications. The functions performed by

TSEM parallel those described for SABRES, although TSEM covers the ini-

tial portion of the ambush also.

There are two primary output provisions. The Replication Output

is a printout of several replication statistics. For each replication,

the program prints out the replication number along with the outcome of

that replication (draw, defender win, attacker win), and the numbers of

dcfenders and attackers killed and those sustaining major and minor

wounds. The output also indicates the number of replications that the

defender won, that the attacker won, and that were draws, together with

the conditional average battle times for each category.

A second output provision is the capability of generating a

movie of a replication of an ambush. This provides a dynamic view of

the interactions taking place during a given replication. This is a

convenient tool for ensuring that a script has been written properly,

and also provides a useful training technique.

This simulation addresses all six of the security system func-

tions. The simulation is written in FORTRAN in both batch and timeshar-

ing modes of operation, although the timesharing mode at present does

not include all the options available in the batch mode. Although much
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documentation exists, including a design requirements document and a

user's manual, this documentation only provides an overview of the inner

structure of the simulation.

5.3.2 Discussion

The simulations summarized in Section 5.3.1 above indicate the

state of the art in ground transport security system simulation modeling.

Although these simulations are lacking in several areas, effort is pro-

posed or in progress to expand or modify the detailed simulations to

more fully address the spectrum and scope of the confrontation situations

addressed. Vector Research, Inc. is also providing support to Sandia

Laboratories in developing an alternative ground transport simulation,

identified as CONVOY in a recent progress report (Ref. 43). Thus, as

with the fixed site security system simulations, development effort is

still being undertaken to expand the state of the art.

The discussion will now address the six simulation characteristics

identified in Section 4.3.

5.3.2.1 Completeness

The simulations summarized in this section all address an am-

bush confrontation situation. The aggregated Schaffer Ambush Model is

a one-force-on-one-force simulation, in that the ambushers all have the

same objective--that of destroying the ambushee force. The simulation

was designed for use with an on-foot ambushee force, so it really does

not address a ground transport situation. However, a set of routines

along this line operating in parallel could provide an aggregated sub-

stitute for the SABRES simulation, which addresses the ambush at the

time when vehicle personnel seek out cover. The SOURCE/SABRES combina-

tion and the TSEM simulations both are fairly detailed simulations that

address the ambush of a truck convoy. Both of these simulations assume

a well-concealed ambush force where detection by the convoy is based on

either the observance of a roadblock or the awareness of ambusher fire.

No consideration is given to the possible pre-ambush detection by an
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accompanying reconnaissance helicopter or by a leading escort vehicle

that could allow a weapon transport vehicle to alter its route in order

to avoid the ambush. Although this situation might be included in a

TSEM input script, it would be a deterministic event and would not be

very useful in evaluating the effectiveness of reconnaissance in enhanc-

ing ground transport security. These simulations also do not address

the airmobile force attack situation. In addition, the simulations at

present do not directly include the arrival of response forces and their

integration in the battle, although indirectly a distant trailing vehicle

of the convoy could be programmed as a response force with zero velocity

movement until an alarm is given by one of the other convoy vehicles.

The SOURCE/SABRES combination simulation and the TSEM simula-

tion do address all six of the security system functions, but in light

of the above, they are both deficient in the detection function (no pre-

ambusl' detections) and neutralization function (no direct response force

inclusion).

5.3.2.2 Dual Complexity

None of the simulations discussed possesses a dual complexity

characteristic at present.

5.3.2.3 Modularity

The Schaffer Ambush Model is a single module unto itself. It

could serve as one module in a more comprehensive, though still aggre-

gated, simulation that addresses several skirmishes, in addition to the

detection, assessment, and communication functions. The documentation

on the SOURCE/SABRES combination and TSEM simulation does not provide

program listings, but infers that these simulations are modular in na-

ture and that the modular breakdown is sufficient to group modules in

accordance with the individual security system functions.
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5.3.2.4 Test Compatibility

The wide variety and detail of the inputs required by both

the SOURCE/SABRES combination and the TSEM simulation provide for excel-

lent compatibility with TNFS2 Program requirements. Although some of

the simulation inputs may have to be derived from the test input param-

eters, this is much more the exception than the rule. On the output

side, it is apparent that modifications in the output structures of the

simulations will be required to provide convenient structures for com-

paring simulation results with test results on a security system func-

tion level. The Schaffer Ambush Model is essentially not compatible

with the requirements of the TNFS 2 Program.

5.3.2.5 Machine Independence

The programming language of all the simulations summarized in

this section is FORTRAN and should not be a problem in transferring the

prograis to another computer system. Both the SOURCE/SABRES combination

and the TSEM simulation appear to have extensive data files. The docu-

mentation does not specify whether or not these data files are constructed

in a machine-dependent manner. If they are, then some effort would have

to be devoted to restructuring these files to ensure compatibility with

the appropriate computer system.

5.3.2.6 Usability

All of the simulations summarized in this section require the

establishment of a data base. Once this data base is established, the

uie of the simulations appears to be straightforward, although for the

TSEM simulations, above-normal training may be required to obtain the

faculty to rapidly generate the input scripts. Although an estimate of

two to three days for script generation is reasonable, these could be

prepared ahead of time and thus not be a problem for near-real-time sup-

port of test operations. Documentation relative to the Schaffer Ambush

Model is adequate, but the existing documentation for the SOURCE/SABRES

combination and TSE2 simulation is not sufficient in its present form.
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A user's manual is presently being written for the SABRES simulation,

and one is already available for the TSEM simulation. The latter, how-

ever, is strictly a user's manual and does not provide any information

as to the inner structure of the simulation, so additional documentation

is also needed. From the description of all the simulations, running

time does not appear to be a problem for near-real-time support.

5.4 Air Transport Simulations

5.4.1 Simulation Summaries

Two simulations were identified that could provide some insights
2

into the development of simulation tools in support of the TNFS Program

relative to the security of weapons being transported by air. Summary

descriptions of these simulations are presented in the following subsec-

tions. These summaries indicate the type of simulation, the nature of

the input data, the security system functions addressed, and the nature

of the output data.

5.4.1.1 PENAIR

The PENAIR simulation is a time-stepped stochastic simulation

developed to evaluate the effectiveness of alternative defensive tactics

for an unarmed aircraft while overflying hostile terrain. The simula-

tion is limited to a single aircraft, but allows up to a maximum of 200

ground weapons (limited to 10 different types).

The terrain is simulated by defining polynomial functions of

two independent variables (x, y) to values of a dependent variable (h)

specified at points on an x-y rectangular grid. The grid rectangle can

be divided into up to 12 grid squares, and each square is assigned a

polynomial grid function. A separate computer program, TERRAIN, is used

to generate the polynomials from a finer grid of real terrain data.

For the simulation, the inputs include the number of rectangles used,

the degrees in x and y of the associated polynomials, and the respective

polynomial coefficients. The inputs for the ground weapons, include,

for each weapon type, the number of weapons and their locations, the
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time required to acquire the target, firing time before reloading, time

required to reload, minimum and maximum weapon ranges, and the proba-

bility of a kill by the weapon at various slant ranges (20 maximum) dur-

ing a simulation time-step period. The aircraft inputs include the

maximum positive g's to be used by the aircraft, maximum rates of climb

and descent, estimated ground speed, starting position (assumed in-flight),

and objective coordinates.

The aircraft's flight path can be specified in three different

ways. First, a pre-planned flight path can be specified by input.

Second, a straight-line flight path, in the horizontal plane, can be

assumed and the simulation will generate a nap-of-the-earth flight path

in altitude. The third type of flight path assumes a straight and level

flight until a ground weapon commences firing on the aircraft. The air-

craft can then execute one of 18 evasive maneuvers. These 18 maneuvers

consist of six basic maneuvers with three possible speed choices for

each basic maneuver. The speed choices are increase speed, decrease

speed, or maintain speed. The six basic maneuvers are: (1) continue

flying straight ahead at the same altitude, (2) commence a climb straight

ahead at the aircraft's maximum rate of ascent, (3) turn away from the

weapon remaining at the same altitude, (4) turn away and commence a

maximum rate climb, (5) dive for the deck and commence nap-of-the-earth

flight straight ahead, or (6) turn away from the weapon, dive for the

deck, and commence nap-of-the-earth flight.

The simulation begins by moving the aircraft along its flight

path in accordance with unit time-step intervals. For each time-step

interval, the existence of line of sight between the aircraft and each

weapon is determined. Once the aircraft has been within continuous LOS

with a weapon for a period of time equal to the acquisition time, it is

assumed that the weapon has detected the target and can commence firing,

provided the aircraft is within the range limits and the weapon is loaded.

A weapon, once it commences firing, will fire until it must reload, until

it loses line of sight with the aircraft, or until the aircraft escapes

from the weapon's range limits. Once a weapon commences firing on the

aircraft, the aircraft (if given a maneuver option) begins executing
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the intended escape maneuver. At each time-step interval in which there

are weapon firings, the aircraft's survivability is degraded in accord-

ance with single-time interval survival probabilities relative to those

weapon firings. The simulation continues in this manner until the air-

craft completes its flight path or it flies out of the area covered by

the terrain grid.

The primary outputs of the simulation are the survivability

results and the flight-path map. The survivability results include the

total aircraft survivability and, for each weapon, the total time in

view and the aircraft's survivability against that weapon. The flight-

path map is a chronological listing of the aircraft's (x, y, h) coordi-

nates. These can be used to plot a graph of the aircraft's flight path

in the (x, y) plane and also a graph of the flight path in elevation

with a terrain elevation overlay.

This is a fairly aggregated, combined deterministic-stochastic

simulation that addresses the detection, assessment, and delay functions

of a security system. It is written in FORTRAN (an obsolete version,

though). The documentation is excellent, with flowcharts and listings

of all the routines. The auxiliary program TERRAIN is also described

and a program listing provided.

5.4.1.2 Armed Escort Model

The Armed Escort Model is a time-stepped, Monte Carlo simula-

tion developed by Electronic Associates, Inc. to evaluate the effective-

ness of an armed escort helicopter in protecting a formation of troop-

carrying helicopters against a single ground weapon, where the ground

weapon is located in near proximity to the lift aircraft's landing zone.

The simulation inputs are quite extensive and can be segre-

gated into four categories: escort aircraft data, formation data,

ground weapon data, and vulnerable area data. The escort aircraft in-

puts include coefficients for a recognition delay equation, which de-

pends on the aircraft position, orientation, and gun turret rotation,

if applicable. The escort aircraft's flight path, including orientation
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and velocity, is specified as input, as are the aircraft's weapon system

properties such as rate of fire and single round probability of defeat-

ing a man at the ground weapon as a function of time along the flight

path. The formation inputs include the flight path of the leader lift

aircraft, including orientation and velocity, and the relative position-

ing of the other lift aircraft with respect to the leader. Other inputs

include smoothing constants, heading limits for ground weapon fires, and

maximum hover velocity (when velocity drops below maximum, the aircraft

are committed to a landing approach). The ground weapon inputs include

its location, minimum and maximum firing range, visibility range, rate

of fire, ammo load, acquisition delay time, defeat delay time, assess-

ment delay time, reload delay time, and replacement delay time. This

latter delay time refers to the time required for a reserve gunner to

move up from a reserve position to replace a gunner defeated at the wea-

pon. Other related inputs include the number of gunners at the weapon

and in reserve, and the minimum number required at the weapon for it to

be functional or suppressed (weapons are defeated only through defeating

the attending gunners). Other ground weapon inputs include constants

for a linear projectile velocity equation, which is a function of range.

The vulneralility inputs include vulnerable areas on the two types of

aircraft in terms of front, side, rear, and bottom views. The vulnerable

areas are broken down into components that reflect different damage

conditions: mechanical attrition, forced landing, mission abort, pilot

attrition, co-pilot attrition, forced landing, mission abort, pilot at-

trition, co-pilot attrition, engine attrition or troop attrition, and

some selected combinations of the above such as both pilot and co-pilot

attrition. These vulnerability inputs also include impact velocity

breakpoints for each vulnerable area component.

A simulation replication begins by moving the aircraft along

their flight paths in time-step increments. At each step, a test is

made to determine if an aircraft is within visibility range of the

ground weapon. If yes, then the ground weapon selects the more favor-

able in-range target to fire on (firing escort aircraft has highest

priority). If some gunners have been defeated, then reserves are moved
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a time-step closer to the weapon. If the weapon is defeated or reloading,

or the target is unacquired, the delay counters are decremented. Other-

wise, the weapon fires at the target aircraft (if lift aircraft, then

only if aircraft is in hover). Aircraft attrition is then evaluated

and if the aircraft is attrited, a ground weapon assessment delay counter

is initiated. Ammo supply is checked and reload delay initiated if

supply is expended. If the ground weapon has commenced firing at this

time or before, the escort will begin firing when ready to fire (in

range and at the proper orientation). If the escort fires, then ground

damage is evaluated. If the weapon is defeated, a defeat and acquisition

delay is initiated. At this point, the simulation proceeds to the next

time step and the procedure is repeated. This continues until the

ground weapon, including reserves, has been defeated, all aircraft have

exited from visibility range of the ground weapon, or a game time limit

has been exceeded.

After a specified number of replications have been processed,

the results are accumulated and output statistics are computed. These

output statistics are the means and standard deviations of the proba- 4
bility distributions for aircraft damage. The expected number of air-

craft in each damage state is also given, as are the expected fractions

of lift aircraft attritions and ground personnel attritions.

This simulation is a very detailed, combined deterministic-

stochastic, Monte Carlo simulation that addresses the detection, assess-

ment, delay, and neutralization functions of a security system. The

program is written in FORTRAN. The documentation is excellent and in-

cludes flowcharts and a complete program listing.

5.4.2 Discussion

The simulations summarized in the preceding section are not, per

se, directly applicable to providing simulation support to the TNFS 2

Program. However, they do provide some insight that will be helpful in

the development of appropriate simulation tools. The PENAIR simulation

allows an aircraft (weapon transporter) to maneuver to escape from the
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ground-based attackers, but does not include escort aircraft and their

suppressive effects. The Armed Escort Model, on the other hand, con-

siders the suppressive and destructive effects of escorts on the attack-

ing weapon, but does not allow the cargo-carrying aircraft to deviate

from their original flight paths. A combination of the functions ad-

dressed by the two simulations would result in a simulation approach

that would be more applicable to the TNF weapon air-transport situation

where a transport aircraft is normally accompanied by an armed escort

aircraft.

Since neither of the simulations is directly applicable to the

TNFS 2 Program requirements, a detailed discussion of their attributes

relative to the six simulation characteristics identified in Section 4.3

is not in order. Both simulations are over ten years old and programmed

in obsolete versions of FORTRAN. However, the documentation for each

simulation is more than adequate and should prove useful in future de-

velopment work.

5.5 Input Data Availability

The usefulness of simulations is limited by the quality and quantity

of input data that is available. By the nature of the inputs involved,

it is apparent that each of the simulations summarized in Sections 5.2,

5.3, and 5.4 above were designed in accordance with available or soon-

to-be-available data inputs. During the development of the fixed site

and ground transport simulations in the past few years, a concerted

parallel effort has also been undertaken by Sandia Laboratories, among

others, to establish as complete a data base as possible relative to

security systems and components. Contractual efforts with SRI Interna-

tional, Applied Psychological Services, and Vector Research, Inc. to-

gether with Sandia's own efforts have generated broad data bases in

such areas as Barriers, Intrusion Detection, Duress Alarm Activation,

Alarm Communications and Displays, Entry Control, Assessment, Communica-

tions, Small Arms Weapons Characteristics, and Human Performance. This

concerted effort has resulted in the accumulation, categorization, and

filing of a vast amount of reliable input data. The results of this
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work also include the identific -tion of areas where reliable input data

do not exist. Some testing has already been proposed and is possibly

in progress in an attempt to bridge some of the gaps. Additional test-

ing, including that to be conducted under the TNFS2 Program, will pro-

duce additional data to narrow the gaps in the data bases. In develop-

ing simulation tools for the program, care should be taken to ensure

that the simulation designers are knowledgeable as to the contents and

voids in the appropriate data bases.

5.6 Conclusions

Based on the results of this research effort, there are a number

of conclusions that can be drawn with respect to the availability of

simulation tools that would be directly applicable to the TNFS 2 Program.

Some of these hold in general, while others are directed specifically

to Fixed Site Simulations, Ground Transport Simulations, or Air Trans-

port Simulations. These conclusions are as follows:

* General

- Simulations developed for purposes other than security
system evaluation are not, in general, easily adaptable
for the purpose of security system evaluation.

- Simulations developed for the purpose of security sys-
tem evaluation do provide an adequate base of departure
for the development of TNF security system evaluation
simulations.

- The simulations reviewed are directed to a single weapon
state (fixed site, ground transport, or air transport)

and thus do not address the transitional operations in-
volved in going from one state to another.

- For the purposes of the TNFS 2 Program, a significant
amount of simulation development activity will be re-
quired, especially if the Dual-Complexity character-

istic (discussed in Section 4) is desired.

- Sandia Labor itories has amassed a broad security sys-
tem data base that will be of use for the TNFS 2 Program.
Users, though, should be knowledgeable as to the exist-

ing data voids.

* Fixed Site Simulations

- The Forcible Entry Safeguards Effectiveness Model (FESEM)
developed by Sandia Laboratories is one simulation that
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is directly applicable to TNF security system evaluation.

Some modification ard expansion will be required. The
program uses the FORTRAN-based GASP-IV simulation lang-
uage, which may pose some minor problems in transferral
to an alternate computer system.

- The VISA methodology developed by Science Applications,

Inc. provides an alternative approach to FESEM. This
would also require some modification for TNF security
system evaluation purposes. A network simulation pro-
gram utilizes the FORTRAN-based Q-GERT queueing network

simulation language, which could pose problems.

- Desirable features of both FESEM and VISA could be com-
bined to provide for an initial baseline simulation to
build on for TNF security system evaluation purposes.

- Sandia Laboratories aggregated model EASI (Estimate of

Adversary Sequence Interruption) is too aggregated even
for use as an aggregated simulation in support of the

TNFS2 Program. Furthermore, it does not consider the

neutralization function.

- None of the fixed site simulations reviewed address the

problem of false detections and false alarms.

- None of the detailed or aggregated infantry combat simu-

lations surveyed appear to be directly useful for fixed
site security system evaluations.

* Ground Transport Simulations

- The SOURCE/SABRES simulation combination developed by
Sandia Laboratories is one set of simulations that is
directly applicable to TNF security system evaluation,

although some modification and expansion will be required.

- The TSEM (Transportation Safeguards Effectiveness Model)
developed for Sandia Laboratories by the BMD Corporation

is another simulation directly applicable to TNF security
system evaluation requirements. Some modification will

also be required.

- Most of the infantry combat simulations do not appear
directly applicable for the TNFS2 Program requirements.

The SABRES and TSEM simulations make use of some of the

better subroutines of these combat simulations.

- As an aggregated simulation, Schaffer's Ambush Model may

be useful for TNF security system evaluation purposes.

However, it would have to be broadly expanded for this

purpose.

* Air Transport Simulations

- No adequate simulation was uncovered that would be

directly applicable for this case.
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- Most air-oriented simulations either are one-on-one simu-
lations for evaluating air defense weapon effectiveness
against fixed and rotary wing aircraft or are simulations
for evaluating the effectiveness of attack helicopters in
support of ground combat operations. However, some se-
lected subroutines may be of use in the development of an
air transport simulation for use in the TNFS2 Program.
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SECTION 6

FUTURE SIMULATION TOOLS
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The results of the analysis of the availability of simulation tools

indicate that a significant amount of simulation development effort will

be required to establish a viable simulation capability to support the

TNFS2 Program. The implementation of such a program should take maximum

advantage of existing assets and expertise in order to conserve time,

effort, and funds, without sacrificing the quality of the final products.

In order to achieve this objective, a seven-task program is recommended.

The interrelationships among the tasks are indicated in Figure 6.1. A

brief discussion of each task is presented below.

6.1 Task 1--Simulation Tools Development Plan

The purpose of this task is to establish a detailed plan for the

development of the appropriate simulation tools to support the TNFS
2

Program. This plan should be based on a detailed analysis of the ob-

jectives and scope of the test program. This analysis should delineate

the specific scenarios of concern, the levels at which testing will be

conducted, the areas in which the simulations will complement the test-

ing, the desired levels of simulation complexity (including the desira-

bility for a dual complexity approach), and other related factors. The

results of this analysis should provide for the establishment of detailed

task descriptions for the five simulation development tasks.

6.2 Task 2--SimulatLon Tools Development Program Technical Management

This task is directed to all the activities required to provide

technical management in the conduct of the simulation tools development

program. Initially this task will involve providing technical advice

in the selection of performers for the work required in each of the five
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simulation development tasks. Subsequent effort will be devoted to

technical monitoring of the performer efforts, providing integration

among the individual performers, maintaining liaison with the test pro-

gram activities, and performing any other duties required to ensure that

the program runs smoothly and on schedule.

6.3 Task 3--Fixed-Site Simulation Development

This task is directed to the development of a fixed site simulation

to be used in support of testing activities to evaluate the effective-

ness of security systems for weapons located at temporary or permanent

storage sites. The requirements of this simulation will be detailed in

the Simulation Tools Development Plan. The development activities

should make maximum use of the fixed site simulations that are available

today. To avoid unnecessary duplication of effort and to draw upon pre-

vious experience in such simulation development, the performer should be

selected from those who already have an existing fixed site simulation

capability.

6.4 Task 4--Ground Transport Simulation Development

This task is directed to the development of a ground transport

simulation to be used in support of testing activities to evaluate the

effectiveness of security systems for weapons being transported via

ground transportation. The requirements of this simulation will be de-

tailed in the Simulation Tools Development Plan. The development activi-

ties should make maximum use of the ground transport simulations that

are available today. To avoid unnecessary duplication of effort and to

draw upon previous experience in such simulation development, the per-

former should be selected from those who already have an existing

ground transport simulation capability.

6.5 Task 5--Air Transport Simulation Development

This task is directed to the development of an air transport simu-

lation to be used in support of testing activities to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of security systems being transported by air. The requirements
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of this simulation will be detailed in the Simulation Tools Development

Plan. The development activities should make maximum use of existing

expertise in the area of ground versus air simulations. Thus, the per-

former should be selected from those agencies having both expertise in

this simulation area and a strong background in security system opera-

tions.

6.6 Task 6--Transitional Operations Simulation Development

This task is directed to the development of a set of simulations

that address the transitional operations involved in transferring TNF

weapons from one weapon status state to another and can be used in sup-

port of testing activities to evaluate the effectivnesss of security

systems during these transitional periods. The requirements for these

simulations will be detailed in the Simulation Tools Development Plan.

Since these simulations will be connecting links between the other simu-

lations being developed in this program, continuity of effort should be

maintained as much as possible. One way to ensure this is to assign

the development effort for each particular simulation out of this set

of simulations to one of the performers developing a pure status state

simulation that involves one of the associated weapon status states.

6.7 Task 7--Data Base Maintenance

This task is directed to the establishment and maintenance of an

appropriate data base to be used in support of the simulations being

developed under this program. The nature of the data to be collected

and maintained will be specified in the Simulation Tools Development

Plan. The detailed data requirements will be initially established from

preliminary simulation designs submitted by the simulation development

performers. These data requirements will then be continuously updated

as the development of the simulations progresses and as additional data

become available from testing programs and other sources. To avoid un-

necessary duplication of effort and to draw upon previous experience in

security system data base maintenance, the performer should be selected

from those who have existing security system data bases.
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Appendix

SIM ALTION SUMMARIES

This appendix presents summary descriptions of the simulations
that were assessed during the course of this research. The
numbering of the simulations in this appendix is in accordance
with their respective numbering in Table 5.1 of the main text.
The summary descriptions are extracted, where possible, from
one of the cited references for that respective simulation.
In certain cases where a simulation or simulation concept is
not given a short title or acronym, we have introduced a short
descriptive title for convenience.
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Appendix

SIMJLATION SUMMARIES

I. SIMULATION: Armed Escort Model

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Electronic Associates, Inc.

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 25,26

DESCRIPTION: The Armed Escort Model is a set of digital computer

programs written to simulare an engagement between a single ground weapon

and a formation of troop-carrying helicopters (UH-1) escorted by a single

armed aircraft. The model was constructed for the purpose of evaluating

the effectiveness of different escort aircraft along various maneuvers,

armed with different weapon systems, and provided data for use in a com-

parison study. A dual-purpose digital simulation program was written to

evaluate the outcome of a single engagement in terms of expected numbers

of aircraft lost, probabilities of specific damage inflicted, and similar

results. The first objective was to provide a model to be used in study-

ing the outcome of an engagement between the single ground weapon and an

unescorted formation of lift aircraft that first approach the weapon posi-

tion, hover for several seconds to unload or take on troops, and then pull

out along the prescribed flight path. The second objective was to provide

a computer model to evaluate the outcome of a similar engagement including

an armed escort aircraft.

2. SIMULATION: EASI

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Sandia Laboratories

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 27-30

DESCRIPTION: A simple, easy-to-use method, called Estimate of Adver-

sary Sequence Interruption (EASI), has been developed to evaluate physical
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security system performance under specified conditions of threat and sys-

tem operation. The method consists of a probabilistic analysis of the

interactions of basic security functions, such as detection, communica-

tions, response, etc. The evaluation can be performed on a hand-held

programmable calculator. The results of the analysis are expressed in

terms of the probability that the physical protection system can respond

in time to interrupt specific adversary action sequences. The utility

of the method depends upon the user's ability to identify significant

adversary action sequences and to obtain data that properly reflect con-

ditions created by the adversary action sequence of interest.

3. SIMULATION: FESEM

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Sandia Laboratories

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 31-33

DESCRIPTION: The Forcible Entry Safeguards Effectiveness Model
(FESEH) is a combined (discrete and continuous) computer model for analyz-

ing fixed-site security systems as to their effectiveness against a forc-

ible entry, for any assumed physical path, by an adversary having a variety

of attributes and gives an estimate of adversary success probability. The

model includes variables related to detection, assessment, communication,

delay, and neutralization. Output statistics on various aspects of each

scenario are provided by the model and may be utilized by the decision

maker as an aid in evaluating or upgrading a physical protection system.

4. SIMULATION: Pathfinding Codes

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Sandia Laboratories

REPORT REFERENCE No: 34-39

DESCRIPTION: The Pathfinding Codes denoted here represent a set of

computer codes developed to establish optimum paths for adversaries to

follow in covert sabotage, control, or theft attempts against fixed nu-

clear sites. The sites are defined by a graph of nodes and connecting
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arcs. Each node and connecting arc is provided a weight factor. The

weight factor can be the expected adversary traversal time through a node

or over an arc; it can be the probability of detection while traversing

through a node or over an arc; ot it can be both.

The computer codes are designed to determine the optimum path for

an adversary, where in one case the optimization is in terms of minimizing

the adversary's time to reach his goal (and escape in the theft case) and

in another case the objective is to minimize the probability of detection.

A combined case considers a locus of nodes that are no more than a security

force's response time away from the goal node. The algorithm then selects

the optimum path by minimizing the detection probability into this locus

of nodes and then minimizing the traversal time to the goal node.

5. SIMULATION: PENAIR

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Naval Postgraduate School

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 40

DESCRIPTION: PENAIR is a time-step computer simulation of an air-

craft flight over hostile terrain. It is an analytic computer war game

in which one aircraft and a maximum of 200 weapons are the principals.

Any piece of actual terrain may be simulated using a contour map of the

area to obtain the input parameters. The simulation is intended as a

tool for the determination of appropriate defensive tactics for an air-

craft upon receiving fire from conventional ground weapons. Using the

characteristics of the aircraft and of the weapons the model determines

the survival probability of the aircraft on any of several flightpaths.

There are no restrictions on the aircraft's speed, altitude, or other

characteristics and therefore this model is equally suitable for helicop-

ters or jets. The aircraft flight path can be predetermined or it can

be generated by the model. Upon receiving fire the aircraft can be pro-

grammed to execute any of 18 evasive maneuvers. A comparison of the sur-

vival probabilities can then be made, thus giving an indication of the

appropriate defensive maneuver to employ.
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6. SIMULATI ON: SABRE S

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Sandia Laboratories

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 41-43

DESCRIPTION: The SABRES code is a time-stepped Monte Carlo simula-

tion developed to evaluate the outcomes of engagements between attackers

and defenders after a transport vehicle has been stopped. At every time

step, detection, posture, firing allocation, casualty assessment, suppres-

sion, and disengagement are considered for each participant, and the re-

sults are catalogued before moving to the next time step. The battle

terminates when one side disengages. The program outputs for a series of

replications of an ambush are the expected survivors on each side, the

fraction of time each side is totally successful, and the expected battle

time.

7. SIMULATION: Schaffer's Ambush Model

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Naval Postgraduate School

REPORT REFERENCE No: 44

DESCRIPTION: The Schaffer Ambush model is a mixed Lanchester linear/

square-law attrition simulation that is representative of the many

Lanchester-type simulations that could be used to evaluate the outcomes

of transport vehicle ambushes. The simulation assumes that an ambusher

force is in concealed positions and initiates a surprise attack when the

ambushee force arrives in a "killing zone." The ambushers' initial fire

is aimed (Lanchester square law) while the ambushees initially react with

area fire (Lanchester linear law). As the ambushees locate cover and be-

gin to detect ambusher fire locations, they gradually switch from area

to aimed fire. The ambushers maintain aimed fire throughout the engage-

ment, although its effectiveness decreases as the engagement progresses.

Ambushee desertions and ambusher withdrawals are considered in the simula-

tion and supporting weapons for the ambusher can also be included. For

the initial surprise attack, the use of claymores is also an option.
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8. SIMULATION: SOURCE

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Sandia Laboratories

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 42,43,45

DESCRIPTION: SOURCE is a computer code that has been developed to

study the impact of convoy configuration and tactics upon personnel sur-

vival and emergency signal generation during an initial armed attack.

The SOURCE code is a flexible, time-stepped Monte Carlo model that pro-

vides for extensive variations in convoy configuration (number of ve-

hicles, distributions, vulnerabilities, velocity, and communications)

and in adversary characterization (number of units, deployment, and wea-

pon capabilities). In the SOURCE code, the convoy is described by the

number of vehicles and their positions, vulnerable areas, observation

conditions, and communications capabilities. Convoys consisting of a

number of different types of vehicles can be studied. Emergency messages

can also be initiated, either by a vehicle under attack or by one vehicle

that has observed an attack on another. The conditions under which an

attack is observed can be varied, and the capability of sending a message

depends on the condition of the convoy crew and their equipment. SOURCE

calculates the damage to personnel and equipment and includes the cumula-

tive effects of multiple hits.

9. SIMULATION: TSEM

DEVELOPING AGENCY: The BDM Corporation

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 46-48

DESCRIPTION: The TSEM (Transportation Safeguards Effectiveness

Model) is designed to simulate a two-sided engagement between a group of

adversaries and a road convoy. TSEM is a discrete, stochastic event-

driven simulation that individually models persons (with their associated

weapons) and vehicles. The players in TSEM (i.e., persons and vehicles)

can be directed by a script that includes actions (movement, firing, and

dismounting) and contingency situations (player or vehicle at a location,

players dead, attack started). The battles take place on a two-dimensional
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surface with terrain and vegetation superimposed. The line-of-sight in-

terruptions due to vehicles and terrain and vegetation features are cor-

rectly calculated and taken into account in firing allocation. The

battles progress until all people on one side are killed off, a preset

time limit is reached, or prime vehicle penetration is successfully com-

pleted. A movie can be produced that shows the course of battle, includ-

ing player movements and shots fired.

10. SIMULATION: VISA

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Science Applications, Inc.

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 49,50

DESCRIPTION: Vulnerability of Integrated Safeguards Analysis (VISA)

is an evaluation method that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness

of fixed-site security systems against hostile encounters, both overt

and covert. The method is divided into three sections: preparation,

analysis, and assessment. The preparation section is simply a formaliza-

tion of the site data input preparation process, and the assessment sec-

tion is essentially concerned with the storage of case analysis results,

with procedures to assess these results at different levels of detail via

an interactive display terminal. The analysis section, which includes

the principal evaluation tools, consists of four analysis modules (Path,

Detection, Containment, and Interruption) and requires two data bases

(Detection Mechanism, and Delay Mechanism and Engagement). Included in

the Containment Analysis Module is a detailed network simulation that in-

cludes aggregated delay time and engagement simulations to evaluate the

probabilities of adversary success along AAS segments.

11. SIMULATION: Adversary Action Modeling

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 51-53

DESCRIPTION: An assessment procedure has been developed to evaluate

the effectiveness of a potential nuclear licensee's material control
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system. The first step in this procedure is to identify targets within

the facility that contain theft-attractive special nuclear material. The

second step is to determine the adversary actions and conditions of the

material control system that could allow successful diversion of special

nuclear material--that is, generate the adversary event sets. Simulation

is required for adversary event sets where timeliness and ordering of

events is important for successful diversion. The qualitative and quanti-

tative analysis of the event sets and the simulation results allow the

effectiveness of the material control system to be determined.

12. SIMULATION: AIDM Supression Model

DEVELOPING AGENCY: BDM Services Company

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 54

DESCRIPTION: A suppression model has been developed for inclusion

in the AMSAA Improved Differential Model (AIDM). The model includes sup-

pression of and by every weapon group to be played with the exception of

an AH (attack helicopter) group suppressing an AH group. Suppression is

represented via a two-state Markov chain model in which a weapon is either

in the suppressed or unsuppressed state, with the transition to the next

state depending only on the current state and not on the past history of

the weapon's suppression. The model requires the probabilities of chang-

ing states in the time interval, At. This probability is calculated as

a function of the numbers of rounds of all types directed at the weapon

during the interval.

13. SIMULATION: AIRCAV

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Vector Research, Inc.

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 55,56

DESCRIPTION: AIRCAV is a set of two differential model programs

incorporating AH and ADW activities, differing principally in the detailed

assumptions and logic of their stroUnd scenarios and the format of their
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data bases. Both models treat a battalion-level engagement between Red

and Blue forces, with Blue forces including attack helicopters (AHs) in

direct support and Red forces including air defense weapons (ADWs). These

programs were constructed as modifications of existing differential model

programs treating ground combat without All support. The scenarios were

therefore constructed as modifications of basic ground combat scenarios.

14. SIMULATION: AMSWAG

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Army Material Systems Analysis Agency

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 57

DESCRIPTION: The AMSAA War Game (AMSWAG) model is a time sequenced,

deterministic, battalion-level, force-on-force computer model that simu-

lates a classical attack and defense. Up to 64 defenders are deployed

in fixed positions in hull defilade. The attacking force has already

deployed and moves along predetermined routes of advance toward the de-

fender. The attacking force is allowed a maximum of 12 routes of approach.

The routes are administratively broken into one to three groupings of up

to four routes each. These groupings are called axes, and each axes

nominally contains a company-sized force. Thus, each route nominally

contains a platoon. This platoon can be further split into two homoge-

neous sections (of two to four vehicles each) that maneuver together down

the route. Normal movement techniques for these sections are either alter-

nate bounds or successive bounds. The model conducts the battle in uni-

form time steps of 10 seconds each.

15. SIMULATION: Analytic Engagement Model

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Sandia Laboratories

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 58

DESCRIPTION: The Analytic Engagement Model is a discrete-state,

continuous-time stochastic process. The state of the battle is described

simply in terms of the number of guards and adversaries actively engaged
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in battle, along with the number of arrivals of friendlies to each of the

opposing forces. The solution procedure is analytical in nature and in-

volves solving sets of linear equations. For small battles, consisting

of one or two combatants on each side, symbolic solutions can be found.

If the input parameters are not all distinct, it may be feasible to ob-

tain symbolic solutions for larger battles. The procedure can be used

to compute analytic numerical solutions for larger battles with a total

of less than 10 combatants on both sides.

16. SIMULATION: ARMREC

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Naval Postgraduate School

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 59

DESCRIPTION: ARMREC is a time-step computer simulation of an armed

reconnaissance flight of two helicopter sections in search of a small

stationary or moving armored land target. Simultaneous and independent

movement of the participants is provided for in the model, and all move-

ment takes place over terrain simulated by a "least-squares" polynomial.

The necessary data for the terrain simulation in ARMREC is supplied by a

separate program, TERRAIN. The flight paths of the helicopter sections

in the model are either preplanned, and as such are included with the

necessary input data for the model, or they are generated as nap-of-the-

earth (NOE) flight paths by the ARMREC program.

17. SIMULATION: Bonder/IUA

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Army Material Systems Analysis Agency

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 60

DESCRIPTION: The Bonder/IUA model is an adaptation of the general

Bonder methodology to the Individual Unit Action (IUA) simulation sce-

narios. The Bonder model is a generalized differential equation model

of ground combat. It is an extension of the Lanchester analytic formula-

tions. In contrast to the classical Lanchester approach, which based
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attrition rates on historical data, this model estimates attrition rates

based on measurable weapon system parameters. It also allows playing of

heterogeneous forces. Weapons of a given type in the same general loca-

tion are aggregated into a single group. Different types of weapons and

weapons of the same type in different locations are played as distinct

groups.

18. SIMULATION: Breakpoints in Land Combat

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Naval Postgraduate School

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 61

DESCRIPTION: This concept considers battle termination (a unit

reaching its so-called "breakpoint") in ground combat as a rational de-

cision process. A commander's decision to break contact with an enemy

force and withdraw from the battlefield is analyzed for company-size

infantry units. Two approaches for modeling a commander's decision pro-

cess to terminate an engagement are presented. The first approach is

based on extrapolation of observations on past battle history into the

future with no assumption about combat dynamics. The second is based on

the assumption of known Lanchester-type combat dynamics (possibly with

unknown parameters to be estimated) and uses Kalman filtering.

19. SIMULATION: Brookhaven PPM

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Brookhaven National Laboratory

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 62

DESCRIPTION: The Brookhaven Physical Protection Model (also called

PROTHOD) is a computer simulation used to evaluate physical protection of

fixed sites. The model computes the outcome of an input adversary action

sequence. The result is deterministic in that all variables and param-

eters are fixed for a given case. That is, there are no probabilistic

considerations. This is an interactive model, designed to be run from

the facility via a remote data terminal. The model prompts the user for

all required input and prints all output at the remote terminal.
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20. SIMULATION: CARMONETTE

DEVELOPING AGENCY: General Research Corporation

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 60,63-71

DESCRIPTION: CARMONETTE is a critical-event-sequenced infantry com-

bat simulation of the activities of movement, target acquisition, communi-

cations, and weapon employment. When a unit comes within line of sight of

an enemy unit, it has a probability of acquiring information about the

enemy as a target. The information it may acquire ranges from none to

full knowledge of the exact location and nature of the enemy unit. If

the unit gets sufficient information and has an appropriate order, it

will select weapons and ammunition and take the enemy under fire. A wea-

pon is simulated in terms of its rate of fire and its maximum range. The

effects of a projectile are simulated by tables giving the probabilities

that it will hit what it was aimed at as a function of the range and the

size of the target, and by further tables giving the probability that it

will kill the target if it hits it. Explosive projectiles are character-

ized in terms described on the basis of their average rates of movement

under various conditions and in terms of their vulnerability to different

kinds of weapons. Aircraft are characterized by their vertical and hori-

zontal components of velocity and their vulnerability. Firing may be

terminated by lack of ammunition, loss of target information, death of

the firing unit, known death of the target unit, or expenditure of an

ordered amount of ammunition or time.

21. SIMULATION: Countermeasures Engagement Analysis

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Air Force Institute of Technology

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 72

DESCRIPTION: This analysis involved the construction of a computer

model to study a one-on-one engagement. It is built so that parameters

in the RF or optical regime can be used. The aircraft flies over the

threat, is not allowed to maneuver, and the atmosphere has been ignored.
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Fly By 1 introduces the techniques employed by the GASP IV simula-

tion language. The aircraft is detected when it comes within range. In

Fly By 2, a more probabilistic determination of detection is used, and

the radar scans for the aircraft. Fly By 3 makes 20 runs of the Fly By 2

program and collects statistics on the range of detection. Fly By 4 in-

corporates a track-and-fire role into the threat.

22. SIMULATION: Daylight Assault Model

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Naval Postgraduate School

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 73

DESCRIPTION: With Lanchester's Square Law providing a point of de-

parture, a model of small-unit combat was developed in which major param-

eters of an encounter known to be time- or range-dependent were so treated,

thus incorporating realism of dynamic combat. The single uncontrolled

variable of the model is force size. Force sizes were specified at the

start of each computer battle simulation; however these sizes were updated

by the computer program every one-tenth of a minute of the battle. The

remaining variables were controlled in that they were either assumed, cal-

culated from other data, or direct input values from other research. Suc-

cess in battle was considered dependent upon infliction of casualties on

the opposing force and the range between the forces at the termination of

the engagement.

23. SIMULATION: DYNTACS

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Ohio State University

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 60,74-80

DESCRIPTION: DYNTACS is a small-unit, high-resolution simulation

that can represent combat engagements ranging in size from a single ele-

ment to a reinforced armored battalion. The attack, defense, delay, and

meeting engagements can be portrayed. Armor, artillery, air defense,

attack helicopters, crew-served weapons, and mounted infantry in the
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attack are modeled. Dismounted infantry cannot be played; the smallest

resolution is the individual vehicle. Combat is represented as an adap-

tive process where each unit is constantly evaluating the battle situa-

tion in order to pick the tactic most appropriate for the tactical

doctrine expressed by the input data.

24. SIMULATION: EVADE

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Army Materiel Systems Analysis Agency

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 81

DESCRIPTION: EVADE is a deterministic computer simulation developed

to evaluate the attrition of both air and ground participants as multiple

aircraft fly missions over deployments of air defense weapons. Extensive

use is made of digitized descriptions of terrain maps with superimposed

vegetation. Great detail is possible in the aircraft vulnerability por-

tion of EVADE, with components (engine, pilot, hydraulics, etc.) treated

separately, if desired, and with vulnerable areas being varied according

to the aspect angle from the weapon site. Appropriate combination of all

of the component damage probabilities can then yield aircraft attrition

probabilities in several categories, such as crash, forced landing, and

abort. The time history of probability of kill for each element in the

simulation is made available to the user of EVADE. The model is useful

as a relative survivability indicator for obtaining a first-order esti-

mate of the practicality or adequacy i_ flight paths, weapon deployments,

tactics, equipment, etc.

25. SIMULATION: FAST-VAL

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Rand Corporation

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 82-85

DESCRIPTION: FAST-VAL is a simulation model developed to investi-

gate the value of airpower in support of ground combat. To this end, the

model is structured to provide a framework in which a wide range of ground
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engagements, company through regimental size, can be simulated while main-

taining the level of detail necessary to evaluate the influence of dif-

ferent air and ground weapon systems upon the outcome of the engagements.

In a simulation, two deployed forces exchange mortar fire, artillery fire,

and air strikes. Attacking rifle companies advance and exchange rifle

and machinegun fire with defending rifle companies. A set of decision

rules relates the influence of supporting weapons fire and small-arms

fire to the behavior of the engaged infantry companies and the outcome

of the engagement. The inclusion of the interaction of infantry units

allows the value of the supporting fire to be measured in terms of both

the engagement outcome and the expected casualties. The model is struc-

tured so that engagements can be simulated without supporting fire, and

then resimulated with varying amounts of supporting fire, with the timing

and targeting of supporting fire controlled by the model user.

26. SIMULATION: FIREFIGHT

DEVELOPING AGENCY: SRI International

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 86

DESCRIPTION: FIREFIGHT is a computer simulation developed to eval-

uate the effectiveness of alternative small arms, using the criterion of

tactical mission success probability. It can be used to evaluate rifles,

machineguns, grenade launchers, and grenades. Mortar, artillery, and

other supporting fires are not explicitly modeled. This small-unit simu-

lation can also be used to study tactics or nonweapon equipment options.

27. SIMULATION: GCC Firefight

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Naval Weapons Laboratory

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 87

DESCRIPTION: The Firefight Submodel of the Ground Combat Confronta-

tion (GCC) is a tool of military operations analysis designed to assess

the results of close combat between opposing forces of mixed infantry and
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mechanized units. The forces are considered to be composed of "fire units,"

such as a USMC fire team or a single tank, elements of the forces that

have their target acquisition, fire, and movement internally coordinated.

Detailed round-by-round assessments are given to the fire of individual

crew-served tank and antitank weapons possessed by a fire unit. The

lethal and suppressive effects of individual projectiles are considered

in terms of the activity and presentation of the target fire unit.

28. SIMULATION: Helicopter vs. Tank Duel

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Naval Postgraduate School

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 88

DESCRIPTION: The purpose of this concept is to mathematically model

a duel between an armed helicopter and a tank. In addition to providing

a parametric analysis of B. 0. Koopman's classical Detection-Destruction

Duel, two additional models were constructed and analyzed. All three

models stem from stochastic versions of Lanchester's equations, but re-

quire that a unit first be detected before it is destroyed. The later

two models are extensions of Koopman's model but provide for the unique

capability of the helicopter to rapidly maneuver behind masking terrain,

thus transitioning from the detected state back to the undetected state.

With further refinement, these models may prove to be a viable alterna-

tive to the current method of computer simulation.

29. SIMULATION: ICM

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Army Concepts Analysis Agency

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 89

DESCRIPTION: The Infantry Combat Model (ICM) is a two-sided ground

combat model (designed for computer use) that simulates small infantry

unit engagements of close combat over successive finite time intervals.

The units can contain varying numbers of personnel with a variety of

direct-fire weapons. Each unit can be augmented by reserve forces and
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can be supported by indirect fire of varying types. Each engagement is

evaluated on the basis of assessing personnel casualties and ammunition

expenditures in successive finite time intervals. The results are accu-

mulated until the exchange terminates based on predetermined conditions.

Each engagement is replicated and the results are averaged. The model

output consists of average personnel casualties for both sides, direct-

and indirect-fire weapon ammunition expenditures, termination distances

between opposing forces, direct-fire weapon attrition, and average engage-

ment time.

30. SIMULATION: Interdiction Model

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Rand Corporation

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 90

DESCRIPTION: The Interdiction Model is an algorithm for determining

where to place forces in order to maximize the probability of preventing

an opposing force from proceeding from one particular node in a network

to another.

The usual gaming assumptions are invoked in this model--namely, that

the strategy for placing forces is known to the opponent and that he will

choose a path through the network that, based on this knowledge, maximizes

his probability of successful traverse. As given quantities, the model

requires a list of the arcs and nodes of the network, the number of forces

available to stop the opposing force, and the probabilities for stopping

the opposition at the arcs and nodes as functions of the number of forces

placed there. From these data, the model calculates the probabilities for

placing the force at the arcs and nodes when one force is available, and

the expected numbers of forces to place at the arcs and nodes when mul-

tiple forces are available.
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31. SIMULATION: ISEM

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Sandia Laboratories

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 91-94

DESCRIPTION: The Insider Safeguards Effectiveness Model (ISEM) is

a model used to evaluate facility safeguards system effectiveness for

threats posed by insiders. The general safeguards problem posed by the

insider threat requires consideration of material control, material ac-

counting, and personnel control systems. ISEM was developed to treat

specifically those insider attacks in which the time relationship among

scenario events is important. The concept of attack detection leading

to a safeguards system response is central to the model. The set of

scenario events for one attack may include events from the material con-

trol, material accounting, and personnel control systems; however, there

is no distinction made between these major safeguards subsystems within

the model. An important class of insider scenarios treated by ISEM is

one in which some response by security guards is required to prevent the

successful completion of the insiders' attack. ISEM can model either

theft or sabotage attacks that consist of both nonforcible and forcible

adversary actions. Among the effectiveness measures that can be obtained

from ISEM are estimates of (1) the probability of at least one alarm

along the adversary path, (2) the probability of at least one encounter

between the adversary and response guards along the adversary path, and

(3) the probability that the adversary is thwarted along the adversary

path either by encounters with guards or by being caught in portals.

32. SIMULATION: IUA

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Combined Arms Combat Development Activity

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 60,95,96

DESCRIPTION: The Individual Unit Action (IUA) is a computerized

simulation of a mall-unit (company/battalion size) tank-antitank battle

to evaluate combat effectiveness of candidate tank and antitank weapon

systems, and to evaluate the relative combat effectiveness of alternative
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mixes of tank and antitank weapons. The simulation plays the interaction

of various weapon systems including tank, antitank weapons, armored per-

sonnel carriers, artillery, mines, helicopter-borne weapons, and tactical

close-support aircraft. Thekprimary focus of IUA is on tank and antitank

systems; other weapon systems. effects are played with minimum detail com-

pared to tank and antitank sys tems.

The structure of the simulation is "event-oriented," which means

that time is not handled at uniform intervals. An executive routine de-

termines the order in which events are processed and maintains a con-

tinually updated table that indicates the chronological order of events

to be processed.

The submodels may be divided into two classes by techniques employed--

deterministic, and stochastic. The terrain and mobility submodels are de-

terministic. The acquisition and weapons-effects submodels are stohastic.

The target allocation model uses a set of priorities based on user input.

33. SIMULATION: JOLIWACO

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Control Data Corporation

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 97,98

DESCRIPTION: Joint Limited War Counterinsurgency Operations (JOLIWACO)

is a computer-assisted manual war game between an insurgent force and a

counterinsurgent force. An indigenous population also is assumed with the

ability to provide intelligence, manpower, and supplies to either side.

Depending on the scenario, any level of operations (village to national)

may be modeled. Human players determine mission and policy. Lanchester-

type models are used to determine outcomes of intelligence missions, en-

gagements, and so on. Game outputs include resources consumed, casualties

suffered, and mission results for the tw9 forces and the indigenous popula-

tion.
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34. SIMULATION: Markov Engagement Model

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Vector Research, Inc.

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 99

DESCRIPTION: The Markov Engagement Model is a conceptual formuliza-

tion of a Markov or Semi-Markov model to evaluate the outcome between a

set of attackers and a guard force. The range between opposing partici-

pants is approximately constant. The model allows for the possibility

of arriving forces joining one side or both. The model does not allow

for range closure, changes in force posture, exhaustion of ammunition

supplies, and so on. However, modifications of the process are suggested

to overcome some of the restrictions.

35. SIMULATION: Math Model of Infantry Combat

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Naval Postgraduate School

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 100

DESCRIPTION: This is a deterministic mathematical model of combat

that takes into account the phenomenon of fire suppression. This model,

based on Lanchester's theories of combat, can be used to investigate the

offensive tactics and defensive fire distribution of a small-scale in-

fantry action. Specifically, the type of action covered is an attack

against a defended position. The missions of the attacking and defend-

ing units are, respectively, to gain or maintain control of the defended

position while holding their own casualties to a minimum. The offensive

force has two tactics it can employ--advance its entire force against the

enemy, or advance only a portion of its force while using the remainder

to lay down a covering fire. The defense then has the decision of how

to divide its fires to engage the attacking elements.
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36. SIMULATION: Penetration Attrition Model

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Institute for Defense Analyses

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 101

DESCRIPTION: The Penetration Attrition Model is a probabilistic

model designed to evaluate the combat attrition between attackers (infil-

trators) and defenders attempting to defend a passive target. Infiltra-

tors attempt to reach a target successively, one after another. An

infiltrator is detected by each defender present with a constant proba-

bility, independent of any other defender and of past history. When a

detection occurs, exactly one defender is assigned to engage the infil-

trator. One-on-one engagements are evaluated by assigning probabilities,

independent of past history, to the possible outcomes. Probability dis-

tributions are computed for infiltrators destroyed, infiltrators reaching

target, and defenders destroyed, all conditioned on K attempted penetra-

tions.

37. SIMULATION: SDC Transportation Model

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Systems Development Corporation

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 102,103

DESCRIPTION: The SDC Transportation Model is a methodology that in-

cludes techniques for defining, classifying, and analyzing adversary action

sequences; defining safeguards system components; assessing the vulnerability

of various safeguards systems and their component parts to the potential

adversary action sequences, and conceptualizing system design requirements.

The method of analysis is based primarily on a comparison of adversary

actions with safeguards measures to estimate vulnerability. Because of

the paucity of the data available for assessing vulnerability, the Delphi

approach is used to generate data; values are estimated in a structured

exercise by a panel of experts in the safeguards and terrorist fields.
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38. SIMULATION: SIAF

DEVELOPING AGENCY: TRW Systems Group

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 62,104-110

DESCRIPTION: The Small Independent Action Force (SIAF) computer

model has been developed to analyze the effectiveness of small patrols.
2

In the model, patrols of up to 20 men can cover an area about 25 km

The model simulates the detection and engagement of enemy units involving

less than 20 men or positions. The model can accommodate a time period

of up to 10 days. A combination of graph ("grid") and event-driven tech-

niques is used for the simulation. Submodels include enemy situation,

command and control, communications, human maintenance, supply ma.Lte-

nance, fire support, surveillance/detection, navigation, movement, ter-

rain, and weather. Output consists of an event table providing what

happened at what time. This model may contain submodels useful in enhanc-

ing the capabilities of the physical protection model. The SIAF model

avoids the use of force engagement models such as the Lanchester rela-

tions by keeping track of the performance and vulnerability of each com-

batant.

39. SIMULATION: Supporting Fire Model

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Naval Postgraduate School

REPORT REFERENCE NO: Ill

DESCRIPTION: The optimal time-sequential distribution of supporting

fire against enemy ground units in combat against attacking friendly units

is studied. Lanchester-type models of warfare are combined with optimal

control theory in this investigation. The optimal time-sequential fire-

support policy is characterized for a specific problem. Although com-

plete details for the determination of the optimal policy are not given,

it is conjectured, on the basis of the theorems that were proved, that

for this problem the optimal policy is to always concentrate all support-

ing fire on the same enemy unit (until supporting fire must be lifted).
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40. SIMULATION: TAM

DEVELOPING AGENCY: Army Concepts Analysis Agency

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 112

DESCRIPTION: The Target Acquisition Model (TAM) is a simulation of

the acquisition of targets in a target force by the sensors of an acquir-

ing force. The purpose of the simulation is the generation of acquisition

events that will ultimately result in requests for fire missions to be

delivered by an artillery firing force. The target force, represented

to the model by a static target array, is played at the small-unit level

of resolution. The acquiring force is played at the individual-sensor

level of resolution. The model addresses input target arrays for a 6-hour

game time period and produces an a-priori list or history of acquisition

events.

41. SIMULATION: TRW PPM

DEVELOPING AGENCY: TRW Systems Group

REPORT REFERENCE NO: 62

DESCRIPTION: The TRW Physical Protection Model (PPM) is a computer

program to evaluate safeguards at a fixed site against a threat of a

single unit consisting of any number of persons acting together to re-

move special nulcear material. The assault teaA can consist of insiders

or outsiders (but not both) in any single pass through the technique and

can employ either force or stealth to gain access to a protected area or

vault. Only physical security systems are modeled. The technique uses

graph techniques ("grid points") and has been demonstrated for two "real

world" cases of physical security at commercial buildings. (The results

are classified and unavailable for this report.) Route optimization,

which considers all possible geometric paths, is achieved via "forward

dynamic programming." The overall probability of mission success is

optimized. An effort is made to characterize a facility "realistically"

in terms of walls, doors, locks, and other familiar items. The progress

of the attack is monitored from grid point to grid point. Sensors
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including fixed electronic sensors and roving patrols provide the start

signal for the guard forces to respond. The response and time of arrival

of the guard force depend on their posture, procedures, and the character-

istics of the facility. The model terminates the adversary action sequence

with the arrival at the protected area of the attackers or the security

force. A mob action model simulating the interaction of mobs with security

guards is included in the program. This and a bomb damage model are used

in a stand-alone mode. The final result is the probability that the adver-

sary can access a restricted area and depart via the optimum path before

the guard force arrives.
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